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Preface i

As a teacher of English perhaps you share our concern with
language usage. Shall we frown at "hopefully"? Is "drapes" an
acceptable substitute for "draperies"? What about "daylight
savings time"? Must "good English" be the same set of forms and
conventions for all occasions? Like us, you may have been asked
to help establish linguistic shibboleths of inclusion or exclusion,
add you may have felt the tension of negotiating between public
expectations and linguistic training.

Teaching at elementary, secondary, and university levels, we
have participated in many conversations about language. We have
heard recurrent patterns of questions and unresolved responses:
groups of teachers sharing their concerns about improving stu-
dents' language, about searching for defensible language standards,
about the pouible use of new linguistic knowledge, about feeling
community pressures to maintain the precedents of oldicashioned
gramme* Few of these conversations addressed attitudes about
language itself and fewer still have considered the relationship
between attitudes and usage.

We believe that examination of attitudes is part of our urgent
business as English teachers, that the route to better language
teaching lies in serious attention to attitudes. What do we and our
colleagues believe about language? How can we scrutinize these
attitudes? Should we change any of our attitudes toward language?

----We cannot offer simple methods for approaching language
attitudes or for chanOng them. But if we English teachers begin to
talk about feelings toward as well as knowledge of language, we
may find answers to some of our concerns. This book suggests
ways of beginning the dialogue.

ix



Charecters: Sue Carlucci, Frank Burr, and Liz Schutz, English teachers
Joe Mots, history teacher
Ellen Brown, chemistry teacher
(These five have the same planning period and meet almost daily
in the lounge.)

Scene: A teachers' lounge in mid-October. A sagging sofa and three wicker
chairs surround a cluttered work table.

Burr (throwing his pen down in exasperation): I quit! I'm not going to circle
"It's" one more time. When will these kids learn the difference between a
possessive and a contraction? I guess I'll have to get the grammar handbooks
out and have the kids work on tome exercises.
Schutz: Do you really think that will make a difference in their writing?
Everything I've read says it won't; they may even learn to hate English.
Recently I've tried to point out he good things in my kids' papers and pay
attention to their ideas.
Brown: But how can they express ideas if they can't use the English lan-
guage? Your students need a good dose of old fashioned English, the kind I
studied. I remember doing lots of grammar exercises, learning rulesit really
taught me a lot. I had one teacher who memorized our grammar book and
wrote the page number of the rule beside each error in our writing; then we'd
have to look up the rule and copy it five times.

Carlucci: Is that why you decided to major in chemistri? (Laughter) Se-
riously, though, I wonder what you did learn from all that. I'm not com-
fortable ignoring errors, but I know that my red marks don't change student
writing a bit. In fact, ... (bell rings)

Scene: Same place, same group, different day

Carlucci (looking up from the book she is reading): Liz, this book you gave
me is something else. Listen to this: Robert Hall says "good language is
language which gets the desired effect with the least friction and difficulty for
its user. That means, of course, that 'good' language is going to vary with the
situation it is used in." He gives the example that "he doesn't" would gct the
best results in one situation, but "he don't" would be more effective in
another.
Burr: Does that mean we should say "I ain't got none" because some of our
students do?
Motz: Yeah, I thought you English teachers were supposed to uphold the
standards, not degrade language.
Schutz: Wait a minute. I've studied English nearly ali my life, and I can't tell
you what "correct language" is. Look at the usage notations in some of the
new dktionaries-48% of the usage panel d'sapproves and 52% approves;
am I supposed to use the word or not? Who can say. . . .? (bell rings)



1 Conflicts in Attitudes
toward Language

"What attitudes do you have toward language?" a

"Huh? Whadya mean, attitudes? Language is. It exists. What is
there to have an attitude about?"
"Well, how do you feel about people who say 'ain't' and 'don't
hardly'?"
"They're the salt of the earth! They don't talk fancy; they just
say what they mean."
Most people don't realize that they /have attitudes toward lan-

guage until they are forced to confront or articulate them in some
way. (lances for verbalizing 'these attitudes are rare, so the forces
influencing them are covert vtd powerful. Our professed attitudes
may appear enlightened, but they often differ from the subcon-
scious attitudes which inevitably govern our judgments and
behavior. Several studies acknowledging this phenomenon have
begun to sort out the compkx relationships among race, dialec-
tical characteristics, and physical appearance.

In one study, 422 teachers from a nationwide sample responded
on a positive-negoive scale to a list of statements about non-
standard and Black English.' Statements fell into these categories:
structure of Black English, consequences of use and acceptance of
BE, philosophies concerning use of BE, and cognitive and intellec-
tual abilities of BE speakers. Teachers responded to such assertions
as, "Black English is an inferior language system" and "Widespread
acceptance of Black English is imperative." The overall conclusion
was that the majority of teachers hold positive to neutral opinions,
suggesting that a considerable proportion of American teachers,
when asked directly, believe language variation is desirable.

Another study, however, which presented teachers and student
teachers with children's speech samples and videotapes of the
speakers, reports a widespread tendency among teachers to rely on
stereotypes in evaluating the speech of an ethnic group as either
standard or nonstandard on the one hand and in judging the
speaker as confident or nonconfident on the other.2 In other
words, when confronted by actual speech and speakers, teachers

3



4 Conflicts in Attitudes

may be more heavily influenced by stereotyped attitudes than
they realize. This conclusion is supported by a study of fifty
students in the Harvard Graduate School of Education? Subjects
listened to tape recordings of adult speakers from six dialect
groups (such as radio announcers, college-educated white south-
erners, and southern black students from a small all-black Missis-
sippi college), and rated each speaker on character traits (friendly,
ambitioushonest, and so forth). "Network speakers" ranked
highest anli the Mississippi students lowest. The study indicates
that the listeners' ratings of character traits are affected by how
they perceive the race of the speaker. "The simple fact is that
people will judge differentially on the basis of certain cuesin this
case speech alonebecause of their experience and certain, albeit
inaccurate, stereotypes."4

Stereotypes often dominate our attitudes toward our own
speech, as well as that of others. Consider the linguistic self-hatred
evident in the New York City speakers studied by Labov.5 New
Yorkers say of their own speech: "It's terrible." "Distorted."
"Terribly careless." "Sloppy." "It's horrible." "Lou-say." Refer-
ring to New York as "a great sink of negative prestige," Labov
observed, "More than half of the respondents thought poorly of
their own speech, and two thirds had attempted to change their
speech in some way or another."6 Yet children who move to the
city from other regions feel enormous pressure to adopt the local
speech pattern:

The pressure is greatest against those who would attempt to use
an acquired prestige pattern too early. A teacher who conducted
a class of gifted children told me: "I had 4 boy of Greek par-
entage, and ohl he spoke beautifully in class, and I happened to
hear him on the street one day. He sounded just like everybody
else in Chelsea, and when I mentioned it to hlmthe next dayhe
said that he knew which was correct, but he said: 'I couldn't live
here and talk like that." One of the reasons.for the resistance of
children to middle-class norm is that their teachers advocate a
language, and an attitude towards lantuage, which is quite remote
from everyday life.'

On the premise that these attitudes often cause confusion, self-
delusion, and injustice, we seek in this book to examine the
nature of linguistic attitudes and the processes whereby they may
be changed. This is an audacious purpose because these attitudes
are enormously complex, differing in some respects for every
person, and also because the attitudes and the processes of change
involve not only intellect but emotion. While it may be foolish to

9



Conf Ikts in Attitudes 5

prescribe change in basic attitudes toward language, it is irrespon-
sible not to present reasonable alternatives to fixed notions.

Typical Language Attitudes

Many Americans believe there is a clear dittinction between
correct English and substandard English, and they believe that
ichnel i2 the proper place to teach and enforce that distinction.
But such a rigid attitude is difficult to maintain in schools because
teachers do not readily align themselves with so monolithic an
attitude. James Sledd has pinpoha:cd the seven most common
teacher a ttitudes toward usage:

The first denies all standards; it assumes that whatever a person
says is right for him. The second does not question either, but it
relies on an observance of rules. They are simply to be obeyed,
not to be reasoned about. The third is the standard of "unra-
tionalized taste." Let your feelings be your guide and cultivate
those feelings in others. The fourth, which appeals to the "factual

-7 minded," turns to prestige dialect for its standud. "Whatever is
in the language of the chosen people must be right." The fifth
reveres the tradition of the past. It wants only to preserve useful
distinctions and to retard linguistic change. The sixth is commit-
ted to social mobility; it encourages the usage that will enable the
student to rise in the world. The last is the one that surmounts
these confusions and narrow loyalties. It can only commit itself
completely, from one paper to .he next, to th particular fitness
of means and end, the appropriateness of tle language to the
writer's specific purpose.$

If the range of language attitudes among te chers is greater than
that of the public, as Sledd suggests, we musk conclude that many
teachers have at least begun the difficult Jprocess of detaching
themselves from prevailing views. Such detachment is difficult
because teachers, after all, share the preconceptions of the general
public, even though, as professionals, they are obliged to bring the
study and use of language to an analytical level.

Language Attitudes in Context

Atti tudes toward language are part of the larger framework of
language which determines our view of both the physical envir-
onmentobjective realityand the structure of our internal
existencesubjective reality. The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis presents
the rather extreme view that language drastically and inevitably
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shapes thought by categorizing the worldinto colors, plants,
precipitation, food, clothing, time, etc. We rely, on these categories
to consider, communicate, and interioret our experiences. There-
fore, according to Sapir.Whorf, our psychological bearings are
formed and regulated by our native language.° Our own feeling,
however, as students and teachers of English, is that there is not
enough empirical evidence to support so extreme a view. We see
language u a medium, not a legislator.

A more moderate version of the SapirWhorf hypothesis has
.been lormulated by several psychologists, among them Jerome
Bruner, whose book, On Knowing: Essays for the Left Hand,
offers provocative insights into our ways of knowing the world.
Bruner suggests that instead of- "ineluctably" shaping thought,
"language predisposes a mind to certain modes of thought and
certain ways of arranging the shared subjective reality of a linguis-
tic community."1° "Predisposing" means creating probable shapes,
patterns, and networks without forcibly preventing others. Word
and sentence meanings are the products of reasoning, or, to use
Brnner's metaphor, "right-handed" meanings. (Readers who are
familiar with recent studies of brain function will recognize that
"right-handed" functioning correaponds to the left hemisphere of
the brain; "left-handed" functi ning is controlled by the right
hemisphere of the brain.) 1-

Our "left-handed" way of kn wing the woed and sharing the
meanings we discover in it draws upon another part of our internal
existence. Rich in emotional content and created partly from the
nonrational dimensions of experience, these meanings take shape
as myths. "Myth" used in this sense may or may not be externally
provable "truth." The point is that myths contain a subjective
realityfeelings, beliefs, and valuesthat helps us comprehend the
external world and form a basis for behavior. Their effect is
circular because while the myths "instruct" the community in
values, behavior, and goals, they alsolsupply the criteria forludg-
ing our progress. Bruner sees each of us as "multiple identities"
following a constantly rewritten "seript with a constamly rotating
cast." The myths filter our external experiences, controlling and
synthesizing our intake of data to avoid internal chaos." These
myths cften have a strong central image. In Amerka, the Horatio
Alger myth, the frontier myth, and the progress myth are influen-
tial and widespread examples. Thi Horatio 'Alger stories draw
upon the desire to rise from obscurity to wealth and prominence
through native wit and hard work. The notion that there are literal
and figurative frontiers in all the major fields of human achieve-
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ment combines the need for challenge and excitement with a
definite goal. And a belief that individually and collectively we are
engaged in the overall improvement of human life makes progreu
seem real and provides a standard for measuring out efforts.
Circularity is complete when the myths that' we create become
shapers of4ur creative process.,

We are suggesting, then, that language and myth are very
powerful determiners of behavior and that the attitudes we hold
are shaped by both. The evolution of acculturating myths was not
a willed and wholly conscious process for any of us, but was the
result of our deep-seated needs and values. Obviously, trying to
Mange an attitude based on commonly accepted myths is quite
different from acquiring such an attitude. No one sets out to teach
us most attitudes; we simply absorb them as part of our normal
growth. lf, at some time in our lives, we feel we must change an
attitude, it is a conscious effort to modify our thinking and,
indirectly, the gremise of a deeply rooted myth. Our defenses
against change are strong becatise they are steeped not only in
objective reality, which is api roached by logic, but also in subjec-
tive reality, which is either inaccessible to logical reasoning or is
only indirectly affected by it. Sometimes even the most outra-
geous myths, i!uch as those centering on the superiority of certain
races, can be supported by reasoning which seems logical, given
certain premises. These myth' are often the most deep-seated,
and are therefore the most difficult for ourselves or others to
change. Against a critical world,We must each create a fortress for
ourselves, a stronghold we wish not to alter without strong reason
to dci so.

Some Influential Language Myths

The origins of many myths about language ire difficult to trace.
One exception; which became popular in the 1960s, is that chil-
viten who grow up in urban ghettos are verbally deprived when
they come to school. This myth developed as educational psychol-
ogists presented. evidence seeming to show that ghetto children,
usually black, produced markedly leu fluent language in clinical
observation situations than did nonghetto children orthe same
ages; that this language differed in several structural ways from the
language of the adult observers and of white, middle-class children;
and that ghetto children seemed to have illogical or distorted
concepts about objects and physical relationships. Furthermore,
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their scores on Klatests and other measures of verbal performance
used by conventional schools were consistently lower than those
of white. Middle-class children. Using verbal deprir ation as r
premise, one investigator concluded that one race.must be genet-
ically inferior to the otherthat the iritelligence of black people,
and therefore theit skifi with.language, could never equal that of
whites.". Bereiter and Engelmann, on the other hand, decided
that elaborate programs for teaching a first language could help
verbally deprived children to acquire what "normal" children
already possessed."

What these educational psychologists fakled to.examine was the
actual language 'of these "verbally ideprived" children. William
Labov, a linguist,'did examine it and discovered that the very same
kin& of children whom other scien4sts pronounced deplived'
actually have a language every bit as complex, flexible and power-
ful for communication as speakers of standard English. Laboy
concludest

Negro children In the urban ghettos receive a great deal of verbal
stimulation, bear more well-formed sentences than middle-clam
children, .and partkipate fully in a highly verbal culture. They
have the same basic vocabulary, possess she ram capaety for
conceptual learning, and We the same logic u .b.nyone else Who
learns' to speak and understand English."

Labov's observations lead to a myth or verbal parity, not one
of verbal deprivatwr.. However, scientific evidence alone is usually
milt perm) ive enough to supplant a prevailing myth, and most of
us choose the version we want to believe by fitting the "scientific
f " into an exist ig framework of attitudes.

is same process of myth-making and choice applies to I'sran-
dad English." Because the word standard implies some fixed
criteria for comparison, the phrase can be used only with certain,
assumed points of reference which may be cultural or linguistic.
We have formulated the following pairs of statements that suggest
contrasting premises about the users of English and about the
linguistic integrity of their choices. In each case, the premises and
conclusions which together constitute the myth exist wiLhin a
larger context of values and beliefs.

Myth la: Some people, such as blacks ancl hillbillies, speak a
version of English that is degenerate. Signs of this degeneracy can
be found in their' sloppy pronunciation, their imprecise vocab-
ulary, and their violation of many grammatical rule, ft II of these
signs point to a form of language which it inadequate kr accurate
communkation.

Myth lb: All natural languages and their ineviob. lrietks

3
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'their dialectsPiare leelimate forms of human language and
ivally valid instruments of human- communication; none can be
shown to be a decryed or degenerate version of another.

Myth 2a: "Standard -En ly" is the kind of language which
.( people shmild use for all &Colons. "Standard" means most

sera:44ble and begotiable and threfine most correct.
2b: "Standard English," p'sarticularly in its spoken version,

bends as much as asw other dialect of English in serving corn-
munfcation, needs. The language typically spoket. by radio and
television announcers is not an adequate model for "standard
English." A better mode) is the dialect, spoken by socially and
politically -tprominent people in iarious regions ,of the United
States.
ir Myth 3a: "Standatd Engliihi.' is a clearly definable set of correct
fronunaiations, grammatical structures, and word choices. It is
"standard" becanse it %represents the widest usage me because it
has been refined- P., be the most versatige and acceptable foim of
English.

Myth 3b: "Standard English" in its spoken form is whatever
variey,of English is currently associated with prestige in a given
community. There is much more vitriation in the acceptable and
prerdgioucspoken fotms within "standard" than members of any
xre community might acknowledge. "Standard English" in its
written for;n; however, has a much narrower range of acceptable

- and prestigious choices.
Myth 4a: "§tandard English" is ndceuary for success in school

.and therefore in ,employment.' One of the principal reasons for
having schools is -to equiR young kople with the skills necessary
to improve their chances for Social knd financial rewards. Confor-
mity to certain ways of using language obviously underlies several
of thole skills. , /

Myth 4b: S'ome aspects of one's uie of language are commonly
used to indicate one's desire to fit the requirements of a given
social situation. Whether or not this is fair is another issue, but
even this situation, a decision to use "standard English" should
be a voluntary choice of the individual and not a criterion of
intellectual or academic aptitude.

Wyth 5a: "Standard English" is the best version of English `ear
the expression of logical and abstract thought. Because all of the
great English and American writers use this form of English and
because much of the business of bur society is conducted 1.vth this
form, it must be the form best suited to the expression of precise
and sophisticated thought.

Myth 5b: Logic is not a property of language but of thought,
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and all natural languages and variations, such as "nonstandard"
dialects, have equal potential for expressing thought with clarity
and precision.

Myth and Metaphor

The five contrasting assUmptions above represent one way of
defining our beliefs about language. Another way is by metaphor.
As Susanne Langer points out:

One might say that, if ritual is the cradle of language, metaphor is
the law of its life. It is the force that mtkes it euentially rela-
tion4 intellectual, forever showing up new, abstractableforms.in
reality, forever laybig down a deposit of old, abstracted concepts
in an increasing treasure of general words.16

Metaphors are our habitual way of conceptualizing the world and
. of talking about it to each other. As such, they are a necessary
and desirable medium for much of our thought. But metaphors
can constrain thought and even replace it. They can create a self-
contained system or context from which it is difficult to escape.
Once one metaphorical way of interpreting experiences becomes
habitual, adopting another is extraordinarily difficult, and without
conscious effort we may resist changing it. Certainly this resistance
can and does happen with respect to language itself. Our accu-
mulation of beliefs about languageits structure, its stability, its
usesis often encapsulated in a metaphor which effectively guides
our judgments about language. If nothing comes along to challenge
that metaphor and if we do not become sufficiently conscious of
its constraints, We are not likely to realize its limitations and
distortions.

In the story that follows, we have created a character whose
reactions to imprisoning metaphors are immediate. Ad-libbing his
way through most linguistic situations, the central character is
delightfully sensitive to metaphor, and his playful attitude toward
language suggests a productive model, Perhaps his exaggerated
reactions to the metaphors that control attitude can increase our
awareness of their presence and effect.

Restrung Metaphors

Adli Bitum was a curious fellowalways stumbling over old
metaphors and wondering what congeries of circumstance had
spawned them. Not given to ordinary restraint and disinclined
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I toward scholarship, he poked among the detritus of everyday
speech, uked naive-sounding questions, and generally upset the
people he met who would rather not have had tu explain.

Yet he often came up with some bit of information or a
question that revealed worlds of submerged meaning. Even if he
himself didn't always realize the significance of his discoveries,
just being near him was often to experience an epiphany.

'lake the time when Ad li, in his usual freestyle manner, took
on The Dike Metaphor. Dikes arc erected to keep somehing out,
usually a sea or a river reaching floodstage. But dikes are also
metaphorically erected to protect a person or a group from
inundations of equally distressing bad language--usages such u
"like I say," "finalize the plans," and "a most unique expe-
rience." Recognizing the engineer's impulse in efforts to protect
the public from such pernicious usages, Ad li sought out a resident
engineer. He found one at the local newspaper office: the copy
editor, a green-eyeshaded curmudgeon whose fame with the blue
pencil was wide. Stan Dards was his name.

"Tell me, Stan," said Ad li, "is your job getting any euier these
days? Are young graduates of journalism schools better than they
used to be?"

"You'll be sorry you got me going on that subject, my boy.
Why, I tell you the world is going to hell in a handbasket. My job
is fifty percent harder now, just correcting all their errors in
grammar. Can't punctuate. Can't spell. Don't know the fine
points of noun and verb usage. Write fragments and use pronouns
that have unclear antecedents. It's as though they didn't know
handbooks of correct usage exist."

"A real flood of mistakes, eh?" said Adli, putting a finer point
on the metaphor that he sniffed.

"That's right. And by damn it's time we put a stop to that
flood. What we need in schools is some no-nonsense discipline
with languageclearly and consistently enforced standards,"
said Stan, becoming flushed about the ears. "We must hold the
line against further corruption of the language. If we don't, I
foresee the demise of literacy and maybe even western civilization
as we have known it."

Feeling the chill of apocalypse, Adli retreated to safer ground,
the large room where all the young reporters, lodged in cubicles,
committed the linguistic atrocities that Mr. Dards so forcefully
rejected. A cacaphony of words washed over him as he walked
among the intricate pattern of partitions, electrical cords, and
telephone gear. Telephone conversations, typewriter tappings,
and television and radio monorogues blended into an incompre-
hensible blur.

Adli contemplated all of this with a momentary detachment
and suddenly blurted out, to no one in particular, "Lattice. Why
not a lattice instead of a dike? Old Stan as good as admits that
the dike Isn't working. It crumbled long ago, if it ever really
stood, and what he sees is pollution seeping in everywhere. Well,

11



12 Conflicts in Attitudes

maybe we do need some kind of protection from the unregulated
flood of language, but wouldn't a lattice serve? It's made with
some kind of a design, like this reporters' lair, and it regulates the
flow of air, or water, or any other medium to which it is suited.
There must be some kind of language lattice that could replace
the dike, something that won't let everything in, but something a
little more ackinstable to occasion than Stan Dards."

Adli had had an epiphany....

Changing Metaphors and Myths

There it something to be ;earned from our unlikely Mr. Bitum.
Incapable of being imprisoned by a metaphor, he possesses a
remarkable ability to transform images. When we create met-
aphors, we demonstrate this ability. Our challenge is to cultivate
it, to become more sensitive to the metaphors that we use habit-
ually and that reflect the myths that dictate our attitudes. If we
can recognize these myths, we can examine, analyze, and broaden
our attitudes toward language. Through constant questioning, we
may discover that certain linguistic metaphors and the subtleties
of language are incompatible. A common example is the tool
metaphor. Language, and written language in particular, is often
viewed as a tool. But a tool is external to the user and usually has
limited use. To consider writing a tool is to oversimplify its
functions and to misrepresent the psychological processes which
produce it.

Ad li's sudden insight and his ability to form new metaphors are
uncharacteristic of most people. Instead, we should expect new
metaphors to take shape slowly and to win acceptance gradually.
Myths igifluenced by nonrational forces are part of our'emotional
structure and are therefore protected from sudden assault. But by
Consciously seeking to merge our increasing knowledge of language
into new metaphors, we may accomplish over time what Adlf
accomplished in a moment.

Notes

1. Orlando J. Taylor, "Teachers' Attitudes toward Binck and Nonstandard
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Scene: Sone place, same group, different day

Carlucci: You know I'm beginning to wonder if continuing education is such
a good idea. The thing I'm learning from my linguistics class is that I've been
doing everything wrong for years. For this I should spend money and time?
Mots: What are you doing wrong? Your classes seem fine to me. Why, you
hardly ever yell at the kids.

Carlucci: It's not the way I \teach, it's what I teach that's the probler..
always thought it was important to give kids a good background in gramw.i...
I've had them learn parts of speech, diagram sentences, and do grammar
exerdses. Now they tell me that none of this will help them write better,
that I've really been wasting my time.

Brown: Of course I don't agree with all these newfangled ideu about not
teaching grammar, but if I did, I \would just change. Poof, new linguistics in
my classes.

Carlucci: You make it sound so easy. "Poor' and everything changes. Do you
have some ma& potion in your lab that will turn me into a linguist? I think
it's hard to change, it's scary.

Schutz: I've never thought about i4 but I suppose you're right. It is fright-
ening to change. That book Future Shock talked about the impact change
has on people.

Mots: Well, of course, we historians view change in larger terms; history,
after all, records change.

Carlucci: Yes, change goes on all the time, but I have trouble keeping up with
it. I never took a course titled "Change 101."

Schutz: That's it, we need a course in how to -change. Ellen's lab doesn't
have any magic potions, and anyway I think there is more to changing thangoing poof.

Brown: I suppose you're right. I remember reading somewhere that change
is a process.

Schutz: Well, it seems as if change is more of a process than a poof.

Burr: Ah, yes, the change process. My brother-in-law is in community devel-
opment, which means he tries to help people solve community problems,
and he is always talking about the change process. If the process goes on as
long as he talks, it must be endless.

Schutz: I don't know very much about the change process, but I've heard ...

r



2 Language Attitudes
and the Cnange Process

Conflict. Arthur Koestler calls it the intersection of two disparate
matrkes. Thomas Kuhn calls it the awareness of anomaly. Con-
temporary psychologists label it psychological imbalance or
dissonance. Whatever the label, conflict is familiar to us as English
teachers: knowing something about alternative approaches to
language, we still flinch at usages such as "between you and I,"
and "everyone 'has their pencils." Misgivings and uncertainties
prompt questions: What shall we teach our students about lan-
guage? Should we. concern ourselves with "correctness" or "ap-
propriateness" in language? Voices within the profession offer
contradictory advice:

endorse students' right to their own language/insist that ell stu-
dents use standard English

basics we the ability to think, to use language effectively, to
understand and evaluate thc language of others/basics ere spelling
tests, grammar drills, and weekly themes

the English language is fine and we ought to find more important
things to worry about/the English language is on its way to
destruction because it is so badly used

Change agents can use this confusion and uncertainty u a
positive force. Koestler, among others, sees confrontation as the
condition necessary for creative work.' Scientists such as Kuhn
feel that recognizing deviation is the fint step toward new discov-
eryand change.2 But change makes people feel anxious, un .
natural, even fearful. It becomes a negative force. English teachers'
discomfort may stem from the suspidon that there is a conCict
between what we know about language and what we teach in our
claurooms. As students, our educational system equipped us to
learn and assimilate information but not to develop new approach-
es. In fact, much of our education seemed calculated.to insulate us
from change. Textbooks usually offer a static view of the world,
and few schools or teachers have kept pace with the massive social
changes of the past fifty years. Teachers must remember that
chXnge is a process that requires creativity and a scientific ap-

17
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18 Language Attitudes and the Change Process

proach. Our objective and subjective realities counterbalance each
other. On the one hand, objective reality provides us with empir-
ical evidence about language, allowing us to see the differences
between current usage and textbook grammar.. Scientific detach-
ment enables us to look beyond thc familiar and to make new
discoveries. On the other hand, subjective reality dictates our
affecti e responses to language. Our attitudes, be they conscious
or subconscious, cause us to acccpt or reject people because of
the way they speak. This constant tension can be transformed
into energy, energy that can be used to spur constructive change.
It is this change that clarifies our thinking and enables us to
develop more continuity between what we know and what we
teach.

English Teachers and Change in the Put

Changing attitudes toward language may be less intimidating if we
put such change in context. William Barclay, writing twenty years
ago, offers one perspective on the study of language:

In the ancient world no one was interested in foreign languages,
apart from Greek. There Was no learning and no studying of
foreign languages. The Greeks were the scholars, and they would
never have deigned to study a barbarian tongue. The science of
language is a new science, and the desire to know other languages
a new desire. As Max Faller wrote: "Not tiU that word barbarian
is struck out of the dictionary of mankind and replaced by
brother, not tin the right of all nations of the world to be classed
as members of one genus or kind is recognized, can we look even
for the first beginninp of our science of language."3

Although Barclay overlooks Panini and other Sanskrit scholars,
whose examination of sounds and structures led to articulation.of
rules for Sanskrit word formation, he is generally correct. From
Plato to Dionysius Thrax, Greek students of language focused on
their own language; European languages were not described
precisely until the late nineteenth century. Barclay's statement on
the origins of linguistics reminds us of an important truth: modem
linguistic study derives from an attitude change.

Linguistic study has often included attention tb attitudes
toward language. Robert Lowth, for example, urged attitudes of
reform, purification, and standardization of language in his Intro-
duction to English Grammar (1762). Lowth lamented the loss of
older forms of language and saw literature rather than common
speech as the source of "proper" English. Joseph Priestly, a

21
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contemporary of Lowth's, advocated a much different attitude
toward language. Rather than lamenting lost forms, Priestly's
Rudiments of English Greamar (1761) stressed that customary
speech rather than past writing should constitute thc standard of
language. Although they differed in their views of language, both
men recognized the power of attitudes toward language and
pointed to attitudes which they felt needed changing. Similarly,
Lowth's followensuch as Alonzo Reed and Brainerd Kellogg,
authors of Work on English Grammar and Composition (1877),
who played a major role in establishing the school tradition of
language studypromoted prescriptive attitudes toward language.
During the same century historical views of language generated
more liberal attitudes toward usage. Works such as the several
volumes of Franz Bopp': Comparative Grammar (1833, 1856-61,
1868-70) and Jacob Grimm's Germanic Grammar (1822) delin-
eated language change, preparing the way for a school of late-
nineteenth century linguists known as Neogrammarians. Centered
in Leipzig, Neogrammarians viewed language change as a sign of
vitality rather than decadence and urged standards based upon
contemporary language rather than arbitrary rules. (Excerpts from
these and other linguists are available in Diane D. Bornstein,
Readings in the Theory of Grammar from the 17th to the 20th
Century [Cambridge, Mass.: Winthrop, 19761 .) -

Concern with changing attitudes toward language also char-
acterizes our more recent heritage as English teachers. Two years
before the National Council of Teachers of English was organized,
George Philip Krapp's Modern English: Its Growth and Present
Use 0909) was published. Advocating social utility as the basis
for linguistic standards, Krapp's views influenced tAany of the
early leaders of NCTE. In keeping with this heritage NCTE leaders
have consistently acknowledged attitude changes toward and
practices of teaching language. NCTE's first monograph, Sterling
Leonard's Current English Usage published in 1932, detailed the
"questionable" usages accepted by prominent writers and editors.
In 1943 The English Journal offered this response to a question on
correct use of don't and doesn't:

The forms don't and doesn't in the third person singular are rival
forms, differing in connotation. Doti, are very old, both wide-
spread among native English speakers, both immediately intel-
ligible, both "pure" Fnlish (in sound, formation, meaning,
history). There is, however, in certain groups a prejudice against
don't; the speaker will find this a handicap to him (exactly u
he will find "bad" table manners a handicap) in these groups!'

"
Z,
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In 1933 Robert Poo ley lamented the reactionary attitudes of text-
books toward language and urged NCTE to use every means avail-

able to make the results of research known to teachers.5 In 1956
NCTE's Commission on the English Curriculum made this state-
ment on usage: 1) language changes constantly; 2) change in
language is normal; 3) the spoken language is primary; 4) correct-
ness rests upon usage; 5) all usage is relative.' More recently
Lighther investigated English teaching and found much the same
situation as Poo ley had twenty years earlier. In a 1965 publication
Lightner wrote: "I was disconcerted to find that such a thing as
formal grammar, which, as subject of much controversy, had been
judged inappropriate for high school study as much as twenty
years ago, is still very much a part of the curriculum. ... English
teachers, it seems, could benefit from attention to their profes-
sional journals."7

Poo ley, Lightner, and many others within the profession have
thought about change, but they have viewed change narrowly,
focusing cn the product or desired goal and looking to profes-
sional journals as the means of reorienting English teachers. This
focus on product rather than process seems to have limited the
effectiveness of the effort, just as it has limited the teaching of
composition. Viewing writing as process rather than product
enables teachers to become more effective composition instruc-
tors. So too, thinking of changespecifically the changing of
attitudes toward languageas process can produce more effective
language teaching. How can teachers, then, create a process for'
changing attitudes toward language?

The Academic Approach to Change

One way to understand change is to look at its various forms. The
one used most frequently by NCTE leaders and others prOminent
in the profession can be described as an academic strategy. Aca-
demic strategists assume that people are rational, that if enough
facts are presented people will change. Writing articles and books
is the usual deployment of this strategy, and the professional
stature of the author determines the effectiveness of the effort.
The theory is that if experts such as Marckwardt and Poo ley offer

reasons for English teachers to change the way they teach, there
will undoubtedly be appropriate changes in classrooms ;Laos: the
country. This is simply not the case. Formal grammar continues to
dominate many curricula. Detached and disinterested study, the
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hallmark of scholarly work, is also one of the downfalls of the
academic strategy. Detachment prohibits the researcher from
assuming an advocacy role. In 1956, Harold Allen, director of the
Linguistic Atlas of the Upper Midwest, reported data useful to
English teachers,' yet the academic stance of objectivity pre-
vented him from actively rallying support.

Academic specialization offers another obstacle to change.
Researchers focus on one aspect of language, become expert in it,
and formulate language concepts. This research is either inacces-
sible to the classroom teacher, or requires more time and energy
than most English teachers have. How many of our colleagues
rush to read research documents issued by the Center for Applied
Linguistics?

The time required to translate new information into action
constitutes ) et another liability of the academic strategy. Many
hours are needed to construct new language units but very few to
review familiar ones. Great efforts of willthe scrt engendered by
significant attitude changeare required for teachers to resist
workbook drills on parts of speech and to devise language aware-
ness inventories or exercises on the referential and expressive
functions of language.

The mast compelling drawback of the academic approach to
change, howevez, is its lack of attention to the actual process of
change. Academic strategists are idealists, concentrating on the
desired end rather than on the intervening steps that lead to a
goal. In fact, "strategist" may be an inaccurate term because few
practitioners of the academic approach give attention to the
details of practical application; few deal with how research results
should be implemented. William Labov provides invaluable infor-
mation about English dialects, and even delineates theoretical
educational issues of the dialect controversy in his Study of
Nonstandard English, but teachers are still left to decide for
themselves how best to implement these theories.'

The academic strategy provides much valuable information, but
we need more effective strategies to change attitudes toward
language. When we ask people to change their view of language,
we are uking them to do more than accept new information; we
are asking them to shift their world-view. Significant relationships,
values, and, of course, cherished myths come into question. People
reveal strong feelings about language in conversation; sparkling
eyes and looks of delight may accompany discussions of someone
else's errors; a sennonic quality often characterizes proclamations
on the state of the English language, whether those statements

'14
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lament or approve eurrent usage; and, ar, the media have proved,
discussions of language attract large and responsive audiences. Part
of the zealousness for particular positions may derive from the in-
security which most people feel about language. Speakers of
American English are usually categorized as anxious rather than
assured or indifferent, and Labov's work documents the extent of
this insecurity." Language myths, which are grounded in both
subjective and objective reality and often appear in metaphors
which control patterns of thinking and perceiving, also contribute
to people's strong feelings about language. Obviously, more than a
distant goal or theoretical construct is required to facilitate change
in attitudes toward language. Specific methods of intervention,
especially the delineation of the intervening steps between existing
and desired states, are required when we approach this mixture of
insecurity and myth.

Adaptive Change

Change strategists have developed a considerable body of knowl-
edge in the past few decades; indeed, the vast and complex mate-
rial on the change process poses a problem of distillation rather
than development for those interested in changing attitudes
toward language. (See books by Warren Bennis, Ronald Havelock,
and Ronald Lippit listed in the bibliography.) Although change
has always been part of the human condition, induced change is
a relatively new phenomenon, and contemporary theorists are still
developing and refining strategies. In this book we have attempted
to distill, change theory, especially attitude change, in order to
extrac.t those features most useful to teachers.

The most generally accepted theory of induced change is
summarized in Kurt Lewin's three-stage model: unfreezing or
developing the need for change, moving or working toward change,
and freezing or stabilization." Parts of this model are applicable
to changing attitudes toward language, but the third stage, freezing
or stabilization, implies a terminal state. It assumes that the adop-
tion of a particular mechanism or procedure is the desired goal and
signifies satisfactory completion of the,change process. Adoptive
change is appropriate when the goal is the diffusion of technolog-
ical innovation, but it is not appropriate for refashioning myths
about language. To the extent that 'members of our profession
have considered the change process at all, however, they have
tended to see it in adoptive terms.

:`
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Because knowledge about the nature of language is continually
developing, it is importan't to maintain a flexible attitude. This
calls for adaptive change, which stresses group participation and
epcouragesogroup members to continue the change proem them-
selves. We hope that English_teachers and those they influence will
become more open to change, for as Pooley puts it: "Indeed the
primary force behind nearlY all efforts to correct and 'purify' the
English language has been the distrust of change."I2 The truth of
Pooley's assertion is evident in the following statement by one
such purist, Edwin Newman: "I believe that the decline in Ian-
guage stems in part from large causes. One of those causes is the
great and rapid change this country went through in the 1960s."13

Changing an attitude is obviously more complicated than
changing from one breakfast cereal to another or cultivating a new
habit, such as fastening car seat belts. Theoretical definitions of
attitude vary, but most agree that attitude consists of three dimen-
sionsTiognitive, affective, and behavioral. When attempting to
change attitudes toward language, then, we must appeal to all
three levels. The importanceand difficultyof this task becomes
evident as we outline the five essential steps in the change process:
awareness, interest, evaluation, trial, And adoption/adaptation.

Awareness- -

The first and most ii:-.portant part of the change process is aware-
ness of an issue. Chapter One reviewed some of the conflicting
attitudes toward language; here we list eight statements which
un&-rlie an "enlightened" approach to language. These statements
reflect a conscious application of knowledge about Iangu ige rather
than the mindless repetition of patterned responses.

1. The English language changes continually, and if it should
cease to change it will no longer be a sufficient medium for
human commun:cation.. This change is_multidimensional, embrac-
ing lexical, syntactic and phonetic aspects of language. Indeed,
language change.has psychological dimensions. Vygotsky explains:
"'In the historical evolution of language the very structure of
meaning and its psychological nature also change. . . . It is not
merely the content of a word that changes, but the way in which
reality is generalized and reflected in a word."" Poirier offers a
contemporary illustration of the psychological aspects of language
change in relating an incident involving MLA. After the chaos of
the 1968 Democratic Convention in Chicago, members of the
Modern Language Association were polled to decide if their own
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1969 convention ,itould be moved to another city. Arguments
for .and against *Itch a move were presented. Critics of the ballot
suggested that it stressed the complication of rearranging hotel
accommodations, biasing the reader in favor of keeping the
convenlon in Chicago.

The framers of the MLA ballot designed to poll the members
about a 1969 mh.edng in Chicago did not recognize thi changed
contest for words that a few months earlier would have been
neutral enough. They were appalled at the evidence that their
language expreised intentions they hadn't at all meant to express.
How did it happen that their wording confused hotel.space with
political space and implied a primary concern with the turner?
The critics of the'ballot were astonished, perhaps in my own cue
too sell-eighteouily fro, that anyone committitd to the study of
larvae could dunk it fdèiibie, ln the fall f 1968, to 'say or
write anything, especially on such a subject as Chicago, which
would not invite political readings.

That's a small example of what's meant by saying that no one
speaks sr he once_ did and means what he once ,didt the word
Mop had been made a political word. It was no longer simply

a geographical one. And it had beeo chame_d, that word, not by
an Academy, but by the Mayor of Chicago."

1. Language change doe, not equal language de-ay. Change is

one indication of vitality, a natural and necessary expression of
lift. Who would argue, that Chaucer's "Whin that Aprille with his
shoum sote" was more' effective communication for the people
of his time than kdrienne Rich's line, "When they mow the
fields, I see the wok reformed es if by snow, or fire or physical
desire" is today? Carried to its logical extreme, the "change equals
decay" argument assumes that effective communication will soon
cease. Indeed, Jean Stafford predicts the demise of the language:
"Besides the neologisms that gre splashed all over the body of the
American language like ihe daubings of a chimpanzee turned loose
with finger paints, the poor thing has had its parts of speech
broken to smithereens. . . The prognosis for the ailing language
is not gold. I predict that it will not die in my lifetime, but I fear
that it will be assailed by countless cerebral accidents and massive
strokes and gross insults to the brain and finally will no longer be
able to sit up in bed and take nourishment by niouth."3 Stafford
might well consider the words of Vygotsky: "A spontaneous
utterance, wrong from the point of view of grainmae, may have
charm and aesthetic value; Absolute correctness :s achieved only
beyond natural language, in mathematics" or Britton: "The real
pedant sees change in everything that leads to the language as he
learnt it, but regards all subsequent changes as deca).." Hall goes
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so far as to argue that the human nervous sxstem has limited
capacity for rigorous adherence to fixed norms of behavior and as-
serts that "for the past million years, the human race has changed

4, linguistically instead of biologicallyculture and its changes,
rithtr than bioloetc21_ change, are our mechanism pf adaptation
to environment."19

3. Altitudes are central to language. Registers of speechthe
difference between recounting an accident to a aympathetic
spouse and to a judge and juryare hut one reflection of the
complex intermingling of attitudes and language. Attitudes about
self and audience determine many of the lexical, phonetk, and
sylitaciic choices made by a speaker' or writer. Labov's study of
linguistic change on Martha's Vineyard demonstrates the influence
of self-perception upon linguistic features. dentralization of
diphthonp /ay/ and /aw/ in words such as right, ride, my, about,
and down was obyious in "those.who laid claim to native status

, as Vineyarders ... while those who wer- excluded from this status
.or who abandoned their claims to pursue a career on the mainland,
would show no centralization of these vowels."" At the same
tithe attitudes toward others are shaped by language. As Fraser
puts it, "There is general agreement that the way a person speaks
is often coupled-frequently with little or no justificationwith
a stereotypic level of education, social 5tatus,' degree of friend-
liness, and so forth."22 Attitudes, then, play a major rolein both
production and reception of speech.

4. Current attitudes about language and language initruction
cover a wide spectrum of opinion."Two statements represent this
range: 'Textbooks used in the studyof the English language must
teach that traditional rules of grammar are a worthwhile subject
for academic pursuit and are essential for effective communica-
tion."22 "And intelligibility itself is not only a complex function
of features of linguistiC form (phonological, lexical, syntactic),
bUt also of norms of intetaction and conduct in .conversation,
and of attitudes toward differences in all these respects."23 The
grit statement reflects a functional attitude toward language;
correct language scrves as- a means for effective communication.
It assumes that correctness/ is essential to communication and
implies an authorimian approach to language -instruction. The
second statement emphasizes the political aspects 'of language
sorting and hmiting lives, restricting entry into privileged groups.
It assumes that styles of communication serve as social markers.
The descriptive perspective here suggests a scientific reher than an
authoritarian view of language.
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5. English teachers transmit attitudes toward language. We are
all painfully familiar with the 'typical response to the introduction
of an English teacher, "Oh, I'd better watch my grammar." Yet
that response has been earned by many English teachers who have
emphasized certain forms of language and punished students who
used others. Vonnegut describes the linguistic insecurity engen-
dered by English teachers: "Most white people in Midland City
were insecure when they spoke, so they kept their sentences short
and their words simple, in order to keen embarrassing mistikes to
a minimum. . . . This was because t1.4r English teachers would
wince and Cover.their ears and give them flunking grades and so on
whenever they failed to speak like English aristocrats before the
First- World War."24 Whether they view themselves as upholders
of sacred tradition or as Ube:ems of liriguistically -bued discrim-
ination patterns, Eneish teachers have: impact upon society's
attitudes- toward language. Their continuing presence on usage
panels for dictionaries is but one example of their suasive power.

6.. Public opinion and attitude lag behind usage patterns. As in
other fields of human behavior, hypocrisy or inconsistency often
intervene between proclamation and practice. Labov's New York
City study provides an index of the differences between what
'people say and what they think they should say." Standard
English, then, contains a much Wider array of usages than the
general public's statements about language would indicate.

7. Teacher attitudes toward language have implications for all
aspects of teaching. Empirical evidence indicates that average
citizens make stereotypic assumptions based on speech patterns,
and - English teachers are not exempt from unexamined views.
Indeed, "A study of teachers' attitudes in primary school has
shown that the child's ability to use the linguistic table-manners
Ns teacher expects is a key element in determining not only the
teacher's attitude to the child, but his assessment of his potential

as a learner."24 Research has demonstrated the power of self-
fulfilling prophecy or the Pygmalion phenomenon in education."

8. Engiish teachers receive as well as transmit attitudes 'toward
language. Students, of course, are their most immediate audience,
but students also bring to the classroom a variety of usage patterns
and attitudes toward language. The English teacher's response
whether acceptance, correction, or hostilityto these attitudes
and usages is an important part of the classroom setting. In addi-
tion, students, especially young children, bring their developmental

'7 1
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processes to the clusroom; Cie close correlation between language
growth and other forms of development has many implications.
For example, as Piaget's work has shown, all children go through
an absolutist stage in their attitude toward rules and insist upon
"correct" answers for language along with everything else."
According to Hotopf, English teachers cannot be held responsible
for normative atthudes toward language: "Even if teachers taught
differently, we should probably still have the ontogenetic recapit-

, ulation of the 18th century's attitude to language in everybody's
lift history.""

Colleagues within any educational system exert another sort of
pressure upon English teachers. All but the most enlightened
teachers in other disciplines assume that writing and general
language training are solely the responsibility of the English
teacher. Productt of prescriptive approaches to grammar, many
teachers of subjects other than English retain the attendant
language myths and hold the English teacher responsible for
enforcbg an absolute standerd. English teachers are faced with
educating colleagues aa well as students, showing thatlanguage
instruction is the responsibility of all who teach, and making
colleagues aware of alternatives to prescriptive approaches.

The general public also has unsuitable expectations of English
teachers, and the media often reinforce these expectations. then
of Ultra Brite toothpaste, who spell "brite" for "bright"; low
scorers on verbal sections of standardized tests; applicanti unable
to fill out formsthese people exemplify a small number of the
"sine for which English teachers are held responsible. The now
legendary issue of Newsweek (December 5, 1975) that focused on
student writing ability generated a succession of articles lamenting
the inadequacies of English teachers. Teachen outside the dis-
cipline of English 'and much of the general public are convinced
that there are "right" answers to all qu'eltions of usage and that
English teachers are responsible for ensuring that students master
the correct forms. These people do not seem to recognize the
teaching of effective or interesting expression as an important goal
01 Enilish curriculum.

These eight statements suggest the breadth of awareness nec-
essary for anyone considering changing attitudes toward language.
At the same time, the complexity of each item sugrsts that more
than cognitive awareness is involved. Awareness, like attitudes,'
includes dimensions of knowing, feeling, and behaving.
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Interest

Being aware of NCTE's statement on students' right to their own
language is still a far cry from implementing that statement in
class. Just as motivation is both the most important and the most
elusive factor in education, so is interest in change both crucial
spd difficult to instill. Efforts to motivate students have had
limited success, and strategies for producing a desire to change are
likewise tenuous, However, teachers have continued to find ways
to interest students in learning, and we have found it possible to
engage people in changing attitudes toward language.

Both internal and external forces provide impetus to change. ,
Two powerful examples that affect most English teachers are
dinatisfaction with the present system and outside pressure. One
glance at current professional journals reveals one source of
dissatisfactionan abundance of articles testifying to the impos-
sible tasks facing English teachers and the lack of community
support for their work. We believe this view is held by a majority
of competent professionals who atv receiving nb positive reinforce-
m Id are frequently confronted by clahns from within and
outsidi the profession that their teaching is misguided and/or
is not producing desired results. Sothe teachers reject sources
that qestion their competence, but guilt and anxiety; common
reactions to lack of reinforcement, plague others. This sense of
inadequacy and the fear that they are failing to live up to the
expectations of valued associates may actually condition some
English teachers to be open to change.

Outside pressure not only contributes to guilt and anxiety but
also operates forcefully on its own terms. Parents suing a school
system because a graduating child is functionally illiterate create
tremendous external pressure for change. Similarly, public de-
mands for "literacy," for the economy of larger classes, for the
reauurance of standardized tests, coupled with media attention
(largely negative) to the activities of the English class, exert
enormous pressure for change. But outside pressures can also work
in positive ways. A curriculum coordinator who shelves an existing
language program and invites teachers to construct a new one
represents an external force that opens the way for change.

Evaluation

Ready for change, English teachers, or any other group, search for
and evaluate alternatives. Written material provides one source of
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new approaches, but that alone is not strong enough to effect
change. The most effective means of ensuring thoughtful evalua-
tion of new ideas and practices is through a change agent, someone
who can link needs with availaole resources. One function served
by change agents is to offer demonstrations of new approaches to
language. For instance, a linguistically based diagnostic approach
to spelling can be demonstrated by categorizing and defining
spelling errors on an actual student paper. This captures the
interest of teachers frustrated with filling margins with "sp," and
gives them an opportunity to evaluate the merits of a new view of
language. Change agents can also emphasize the practical benefits
of a linguistic approach that reduces the time required to grade
papers pvhile it ir2roves student writing. Of course, the reduction
of guilt and anxiety is a compelling practical benefit and plays an
important role in the evaluation process.

Inevitably, evaluation involves a recapitulation of the awareness
step in the change process, but this time each factor is carefully
scrutinized; we read more thoroughly that which affects us direct-
ly. There are two methods for acquiring information on new
approaches: identification and scanning.

Identification usually focuses on the change agent and can
produce positive or negative reactions. Negative identification
generally occurs when change agents emphasize their official role,
when a group is captive and cannot avoid participation, when a
group feels helpless or threatened, or when change is mandated.
Response to negative identification is typically narrow and stilted,
often resulting in rote implementation of suggested approaches.
When a department chair, for example, insists that all department
members participate in an inservice program and submit documen-
tation of their use of the new approach to language, teacheis will
tend to transport ideas directly into their classes without consid-
ering variations among teaching situations. University "experts"
who appear for one-day presentations in secondary or elementary
schools are also likely to inspire negative identification.

Positive identifwation, on the other hand, occurs when the
target group is voluntary, can leave at any time, truets the change
agent, and faces no enforcement of change. In this situation,
change r-ents do not emphasize formal positions and allow the
target f p considerable autonomy. Change resulting from
positive entification is generally spontaneous, enlarging, differen-
tiated and supportive of further growth.
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Scanning, in ciantrast to identification, is an information-
gathering process. In this cue a change agent serves as a resource
person, making information available to group members. Although
a group can initiate its own survey, a knowledgeable change agent
can certainly facilitate the process. Scanning the positions ad-
vocated bgdwin Newman, Harold Allen, and William Labov, for
example, could give teachers a clear idea of the range of attitudes
toward language and enabre them to formulate their own positions
more accurately. Similarly, a group wishing to explore new teach-
ing strategics might add to written resources by soliciting success-
ful approaches from colleagues.

Trial

The evaluation stage, if successful, leads to intention. Having
become aware of a problem, developed an interest in it, and
evaluated various approaches, a group needs direct experience with
new methods. Educational theory admonishes us to rely on
experiential learning in class, but teachers often neglect this
dimension in their own learning. How many times have we taken a
course; in the teaching of composition and not done any writing
ourselves? What about language courses that discuss regional
dialects but never ask students to survey speakers in their own
neighborhoods? Testing new skills is particularly important in the
change process because without such testing people are very likely
to return to habitual routines and forget new ideas. The task of
changing attitudes toward language requires attention to behavior
and feelings as well as to intellectual comprehension. Thus trial is
crucial in the change process. English teachers who are considering
a descriptive rather than a prescriptive approach to grammar
should have opportunities to "try out" new approaches. Respond-
ing to a student's "I ain't got no pencil" in hypothetical situations,
evaluating student papers within the group, simulating the giving
of initructions to students embarking upon field study, doing field
study oneself, or teaching a mini-lesson on usage patterns are a few
-examples of the kinds of experimentation that can prepay.: English
teachers to continue the change process.

AdoptionlAdaptation

The ultimate success of the change proceu rests in adoption/
adaptation. The change process is no more effective than authori-
tarian exhortation if it does riot lead to the inclination for altering
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ideas and Approaches. Changes in attitudes toward language
manifest themselves in new feelings and changed behaviors in and
outside the classroom. When we recall the enormous energy
required to make a very simple change in behaviorthe exhaustion
which accompanies the beginning of a new term as we adapt to
different schedules and new rooms, for examplewe sec the
importance of adoption/adaptation in the changeprocess.

It is at the adoption/adaptation stagettiat support for change
becomes essential. Teachers can be aware of and interested in new
approach's. They can evaluate alternatives and even subject 'some
to trial, but maintaining a positive disposition toward change and
adopting novel practices in the classroom assume support from
peers and superiors. It can be ftitile, even dangerous, to take a
flexible approach to language when one teaches in a schOol where
an authoritarian view of language prevails. Even if passive accept-
ance or active interest in new views exists, change is not guar-
anteed. First attempts are fraught with difficulties, and a support
group is often necessary to prevent an innovator from abandoning
the new in favor of the familiar. A support group can be as in-
formal as two other teachers who are trying similar things and are
willing to discuss their successes and failures, or as formal as a
class where evaluations occur systematically.

As we said earlier, adaptive rather than adoptive change is the
goal. Adaptation as applied to language attitudes does not imply
initiating a particular program of study or buying a specific text
although these and other adoptions might be part of the process.
Rather, we urge teachers to cultivate an increased willingness to
change. Just as change in language implies vitality, so an equally
vital response is necessary to keep pace with changes in our
understanding of language. The nature of language and our grow-
ing understanding of it demand that we adapt our perspectives
rather than insist upon adopting a single stance. Adoption of an
adaptive attitude toward language is, finally, the goal.

Facilitating Change in Language Attitudes

Although the stages of the change process from awareness to
adoption/adaptation follow one another log'-ally, they do not
occur without conscious effort. Those who can encourage and
guide this effort are called change agents. A change agent must be
acquainted with the change process, aware of available resources

1
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(though not necessarily familiar with all of them), and able to help
a group to define and reach its goals. But this designation need not
be formal; agents' official positions vary from curriculum coor-
dinator to college/university faculty member, to secondary school
faculty member, to interested citizen.

Whatever their position, change agents need to know the local
environment. If, for example, a group has had little exposure to
contemporary linguistic study and believes in the merits of tradi-
tional grammar, it will be less receptive to changing attitudes than
a group familiar with current linguistic work. Change agents who
know their audience will be able to predict reactions before new
ideas and schemes are introduced and thus avoid alienating partic-
ipants.- Of course, the social structure of the target group is an
integral part of the local environment. Change agents working in
an English department, for example, need to know which individ-
uals have power within the group and how they use that power.
A very effective program for initiating attitude changes can be
useless if the department is dominated by an, unreceptive chair
who intimidates other department members. Knowing the local
environment also enables change agents to build upon existing
patterns and attitudes; new ways can be grafted onto old. Timing,
a -crucial element in any change process, can be vastly improved if
agents know the target group well. Needs of which the group is
aware serve as an excellent starting point for change, and change
agents are always more effective when they know the expectations
the group brings to the change process. Change agents also need to
understand outside pressures upon and dissatisfactionkwithin the
group.

Involving group members is essential since investment derives
from involvement. In addition to providing further information
about the local environment, involving the target group accom-
plishes valuable linguistic tasks. One of the most pressing needs in
contemporary linguistics is to study existing usage patterns. Labov
and others have demonstrated the value of determining how
people actually express themselves rather e .n surveying how they
think they should talk. Group members can conduct studies of
usage patterns, thereby increasing their active involvement and
gaining first-hand knowledge of usage variation.

One of the real challenges for any change agent is to maintain a
distinction between rok and person. We've all known lawyers who
can't refrain from treating guests like clients, ministers who
preach at everyone they meet, even teachers who instruct every-
one within earshotpeople so immersed in their profeuional roles
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that they have forgotten how to function as persons. It is tempting
for the change agent to fall into the same trap. Take a little
expertise, add a little responsibility for others, and it is easy to`
produce a change agent who takes refuge in playing a role. Yet the
personal characteristics of the change agent determine much of
the success or failure in innovation. The change agent who has the
greatest success responds to group needs rather than imposing an
agenda upon the group, emphasizes penonal qualities rather than
formal credentials, doesn't insist upon adoption of a particular
idea but helps the group become comfortable with alternatives to
present practice. Ideally change agents, aside from their knowl-
edgeability about language, should be more than amiable persons
who merely convene a group of teachers for a discussion of
language. Knowing how deeply held attitudes toward language
typically are, the most effective agent will be one who carefully
and sensitively introduces new ideas. And, finally, it is the person,
not the role of change agent, that enables a group to develop
sufficient self-awareness to consider the implications of its own
attitudes toward language.

One final but extremely important qualification for change /

agents is the ability so use a variety of intervention strategies. '
These strategic% defined below, help the agent cope with attitudes
and behaviors ikely to be found in a group situation, and help
ensure ..at the group is productive.

Discrepancy intervention calls attention to the contradictions
and discrepancies in an existing situation. It takes little imagina-
tion to think of discrepancies between current linguistic knowl-
edge and dominant practices of language teaching, and the ongoing
work of linguistic researchers continues to expose others. Similar-
ly, even the most prescriptive English teachers must be aware of
the contradictions between grammar book pronouncements and
the language of educated and accomplished people. More sophis-
ticated English teachers notice the contradiction between the
prevailing American myth of linguistic uniformity and 'the sub-
stantial variety in American speech. Discrepancy intervention
frequently draws upon accompanies theory intervention which,
through research and theoretical implications, provides empirical
or rhetorical constructs for noting discrepancies in current prac-
tices. For our purposes, these two forms of intervention may be
considered a single form.

Discrepancy intervention can be used by academics and others
well removed from school language classes; however, procedural
intervention requires more direct contact between change agent
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and group participants and is therefore more productive. This
fo of intervention examines existing programs to determine if
m re effective procedures can be employed. Secondary and
p ary English teachers with some linguistic background and
willingness to search out resources can use procedural intervention
effectively.

Relationship intervention is often necessary u a group becomes
involved in the change and tensions develop between
members who hold differen views about language. Any suggestion
of change arouses a certaii amount of hostility and anxiety, but
discussions of changing attitudes toward language often produce
great tensions. Courtney Cazden's investigation of the attitudes of
black parents in- Boston toward language and language education
reveals the powerful emotions generated by ditcussions of lan-
guage." A change agent who uses relationship intervention cannot
rely upon an authoritarian role but must be responsive to a variety
of viewpoints.

Later in the change process, after awareneks and interest are
evident, dilemma intervention may occur. This involves examining
usumptions about language and identifying the significant alterna-
tives in language instruction, searching for those that fall betweer
the extreme positions of theory and practice. Dilemma interven-
tion requires a wide-ranging view of linguistic issues, one which is
difficult to extrapolate from many of the single-issue approaches
offered in linguistic research. The change agent must coordinate
such disparate factors as research in teacher attitudes toward
various dialects, sentence combining as an alternative to traditional
grammar, and prohibitions against fitting students to the language
curriculum.

Organization structure intervention Involves identifying issues
of language controversy that derive from the educational or social
structures to which group members belong. A school may, for
example, require tests that measure a narrow spectrum of linguistic
usages. Organizational intervention is very effective when desired
change affects only one structuredecreasing factory workers'
dissatisfaction, for eltamplebut attitudes toward language extend
beyond any one structure and into society as a whole. The com-
plex relationship between society and language makes structural
intervention difficult, but sociolinguistic studies such as William
Labov's examination of relationships 1?etween language and social
status (cited in note 5 of Chapter One "and note 20 of Chapter
Two) suggest models for organization.
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Perspective intervention provides historical understanding of the
language controversy, and can create healthy distance when
emotions about language run high. Thomu Lounsbury's book,
The Standard of English Usage, argues that speakers of a language
must be deadintellectually if not physicallybefore that lan-
guage will become fixed.31 Tracing usage controversies from the
seventeenth century forward and citing influential authors from
many periods,' Lounsbury illustrates the shifts in what is defined

gocid English. Lounsbury's book offers a sweeping perspective
on usage controversks, and its publication seventy years ago
demonstrates that today's disputes are not unique. A more con-
temporary text, Arthur Applebee's Dadition and Reform in the
Teaching of English: A History, discusses the rtianging attitudes of
English teachers toward language." A change agent can draw
upon these and more general publications to remind a group that
many of today's problems and controversies are not new. The
professional memory is surprisingly short and, as long-time readers
of professional journals can attest, the same ideas have a way of
reappearing every few years. Perspective intervention can encour-
age a historical view of language instruction.

Discussions about changing attitudes toward language are, in the
final analysis, circular. What we, as humans, know and believe
our attitudes toward languagv-are based in language itself. We are
verbal creatures, and our language about language determines
many of our attitudes toward language; yet changing our language
about language requires a change in attitude toward language. The
problem we face is reflexive: its subject and object are identical.
Yet, as this chapter has illustrated, the change processnot instant
changehas potential for changing attitudes toward language.
In this chapter, we have tried to establish a theoretical basis for
linking the change process with attitudes toward language;now we
shall illustrate practical applications of this theoretical construct.
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Scow Same place, oars. group, different day

Schute (bowleg into room where When are already relaxing): It workedi
It worked! 1 tried it and it worked!

ti What worked? Thispcoffee machine?

&lints: No, no, my linguae lesson: ;ed soinething new and it worked.

Wised: That's ucltingi Most of the riew things I tk fail flat. TO me about
IL

Mutat Well, I begin the cis, by talkin about symbols. I pointed to the flag
and asked the kids what it meant. We talked about other conaete symbols
like ups, wedding rine, and gestures; the kids were really sensitive to the
importance of contexL They eeemed to get the idea that a phYsical symbol
means approximately the same thing to all of us but that each of us has at
least slightly different amodadons with the :symbol.

ilurri A heavy idea. I've gotten at it through indexing. remembered reading
'some stuff by sementicisb like Hayakawa and Johnson. Tbcy suggested that
we can'avoid oveileneralizing and stereotyping by remembering that police.
mai b not policeman,. The kids really dug 'UL For a while they were
namberingjust about everything they talkefl about.

Schutz: Right. But that wasn't quite what I wanted to get ACTOSS today. I
was more intemsted in trying out a few ideas about dialect. I'd come across

position statement from NCTE called "Students' Right to Their Own
4anguage," and one mentence really caught my eye. I've just about memorized

it: "The claim thaLany one dialect La unscceptabk amounts to an attempt of
one sociel group to earn its dominance over another:.

BUTT: Yeah. That is heavier than iadexing.

kbuts: So, I gave them some sets of sentences at dilfe- rni kvels of accepts
abilhy. For example, one set was "lie ain't got no bNins," "He isn't very
mart," "He lacks intelligence." They could recognize that each sentence
means almost the same thing but that deciding which to use depends on
context. Rach one is a dialect form, and OW Is not more absolutely correct
than the other two. 'The kids seemed to undermand that and talked about it
so easily that I almost thought I wasn't teaching them anything new.

Cirbsect. Well, it was new to hear an 'Englith. teacher sry that, I can tell you.

Schutz: Yes. I suppose you're right, and untd the last few months I don't
think I would have dared admit to this wav of explaining correct language.
(bell)

Mots: Sk traMit ittoris month, f I may say so. And forthermore, caveat
emptot.



3. Changing Language Attitudes
within the Profession

As Francis Bacon predicted in 1605, we have become a society
where, in matters of learning, things "may be done by some

rnons, though not by everyone." That is, we have become a
adety of professionals. As English teachers we operate within the
boundaries of our profestion, and our peers in other disciplines arc
likewise circumscribed. We may talk with the person who teaches
chemistry or Mathematics, but our real conversations, our explora-
tions of significant issues, occur within our own profession. We
measure our teaching successes and failuits against norms created
by other English teachers, not by.history teachers, and we look to
others within our own profession for information that shapes our
approach to English studies.

Yet, we all know that within our profession there arc few points
of consensus. Although. English teachers can count on their
profession for a sense of identity which sets them apart from
ttachers in other disciplines, for some rewards anepUnishments,
and for limited kinds of support in controversies such as censor-
'ship, our profession does not offer an authoritative voice on the
language issue. No member of NCTE or anjt othcr professional k,

organization determines *hat we as English teachers should do or
believe about teaching the English language. Much as we might
wish it, no exalted figure is likely to lean down and say, 4:Here are
the answers; all the controversies have ended. Simply take this box
to your classroom, and all your problems with language tcaching
will be solved."

Itistead, we arc left to muck about in the half-light of our own
wisdom, searching for our own answers and methods. Yct, precise-
ly because we are professionals, we. have resources that are not
available to the general public. Wc can accomplish things that
"may be done by some persons, though got by everyone." Wc can
call upon our training in English language and literature and upon
avuilable research, and, if we so choose, we can take an active role
in exploring language issues with our colleagues. Attitudes toward
language will be as adaptive as the members of our profession
!loose to make them.
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Forming a Group

Changing Attitudes within the Profession

The easiest way to ensure large-scale participatien in thc change
process is for a group or individual with authority to require
teacher cooperation, either directly or indirectly. For example, a
school district may sponsor an inscrvice program or course and
require (or`at least encourage) teachers to attend; an administrative
mandale such as a directive from a department chair may bring
department 'members together; or-an "expert" from another
school May request participation in &special project. Carrots such
as free tuition or merit-increases and sticks such as peer ostracism
or threats from superiors oftcn play a role in bringing such groups
together. At first glance, Ns seems an ideal way to convene a
group. Reople who might be intimidated by or uninterested in the
topic will participate; a change agent nccd not waste' time and
energy trying to find willing participants; and many of the logis-
tical details will be simplified. Certainly, miny .classes 'fit this
description, and they are not necessarily all bad. However, our
experience as chi; ige agents is that a group created this way effects
much less change than one formed as the result of internal need.

The difference between self-convened and externally convened
groups seems to be the degree of awareness and investment. As
explained in Chaptcr Two, awareness of an issue is the first essen-
tial stage in the change process, and externally convened groups
rarely have that quality. The glazed eyes and sign-in-and-leave
behavior we've observed in externally convened groups convince
us tilat even' the most Modest goals may be impossible to wail. in
such a setting. However, we've sometimes been strrprised. A polite
and perfunctory department has nodded through our one-day.
workshop and then, 'we are told later, made significant' revisions in
its language curriculum. More often one or two members of a class
or an inservice group will pursue the topic of changing attitudes
toward language or start to look for other like-minded souls.

One- group' we know formed around a single member of an
English departmomtnot the chairwho seemed to be 'generally
trusted and liked. The instigator had taken a course that raised
linguistic questions for her. She began talking with her peers about
language teaching and quickly discovered that a number of people
in the department 'shared her concerns. She proposed that they
begin meeting as a group, and the change process was begun. Other
successful change groups we've- known have evolved from profes-
sional associations or from groups with designated tasks such as
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curriculum design. Often these groups have included people from
several school systems.

If you find no one in your department who cares about at-
titudes , toward language, don't despair; there may be several
interested people in the next district. Finding allies in neighboring
districts can J)e an overt or covert process, depending upon what

Upesuits you. Advertisements in the NCTE affyiate newsletter, an
n letter to all members of nearby English departments, or

flyers distributed at an area inservice program I,are among the more
explicit methods of locating interested colleagties. The Conference
on Language Attitudes and Composition (CLAC) announcements
which have appeared in national journals offer an example of the
types.of issues that can be raised:

_ 1..If you're worried about the shoddy used to con-
struct competency-based entry/exit tests f r colleges (Georgia
Regehte Exam) or ./

2. puzzled over the Confused, hostile reaction to the CCCC "Stu-
dents' Right to Their Own Language" position paper, a reac-
tion that perceives the NCTE u moholithic or anarchistic, or

3. wrestling with problems usociatid with language and the
teaching of composition, or

4. aware of any public policy an angulage planning which seems
suspect, write for the CLAC Newsletter, c/o Jim Nattinger,
Shelley Reece or Tony Wolk, Department of English, Portland
State University, P.O. Box 731, Portland, OR 92707. We hope
to be more on the side of action than suffering.

The number and quality of responses to the CLAC advertisements
confirm the efficacy of overt methods. Of course individual per-
sonality, school politics, and other variables may dictate more
subtle means. Our own pattern has been to inquire informally
about potential participants and then invite each one personally.
We've found that a group whose members represent several teach-
ing situations is often more effective than a group from a single
department. Teachers seem more comfortable raising sensitive
language issues with people they won't see in the hall the next day.

If a group has no designated time limit for its existenceand
few self-convened groups doone of your first tasks is to raise the
question of the group's duration. We have found that it is pref-
erable for a group to err on the short sidebetter to agree to meet
for one term and then renegotiate for a second term than to set a
longer commitment. Guilt and other negative feelings are almost
inevitable if a group sets no time limit; some members drift away
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feeling they haven't accomplished anything, and the remaining
members harbor bitterness or a sense of failure because the group
didn't stay together. We say "almost inevitable" because we know
of one group where thrreverse occurred. The group was composed
of several concerned teachers within a system who had agreed to
meet bimonthly to share a meal and concerns about language
teaching.. Initially, the discussions were lively, resource people
were brought in frequently, and the group was optimistic about
changing attitudes within the whole school. However, as time went
on, group members became attached to one another, didn't want
to deal with controversial issues which might offend someone, and
began to pay more attention to the menus. As far as we knows this
gcoup is still sharing gourmet delights, but it has abandoned any
thought of changing attitudes toward language.

If a group is self-convened, the variables of size and membership
will also need to be established. We have no magic numbers to
offer, but our experience suggests that a group with fewer than 10
members is too small and one with more than 20 is too large. We
have found it effective to divide larger groups into smaller groups
to allow individual participation and the intimacy necessary for
exploring attitudes. Interest in and commitment to the group
should, of course, be the chief criterion for membership. If you
are in the position to choose some members and exclude other.,
we advise selecting teachert vith three to five years of experience.
Teachers with a great deal of experience tend to have firmly
entrenched attitudes, and beginners are usually too insecure and
uncertain to consider new ideas. Our hunches on this were val-
idated by Taylor's study of teacher attitudes toward black and
nonstandard English.2

Assessing Environment

Whether dealing with an exteraly or self-convened group, a
change agent needs to become amUiar with the school environ-
ment If you are working with dolleigues within a single school,
this may seem a simple task, but initiating the change process
requires the reassessment of familiar situations. The obvious
markers of location7urban, suburban, ruraland socioeconomic
level of the community determine many of the differences be-
tween schools and contribute to variables such as degree of com-
munity support and administrative structure. These forces talv on
increased importance when the change agent considers changing
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attitudes toward language. Cazden's report on the opposition
of Roxbury pareuts to using anything but standard English to
teach their preschool children suggests that the cEsparate forces
operating in and around a schoolforces which are reated to
vocational aspirations, social standing, and scholastic ambition
become crucia1.3

Although each schoOl is unique, there are also similarities that
transcend place and class. Schools throughout the country face the
national disillusionment with education as a panacea; whether this
attitude is a legacy of the sixties or a consequence of continuing
fiscal crises, citizens are generally unwilling to invest more money
in schools. Tight budgets impose various forms of retrenchment,
and conservative attitudes toward language (with concomitant
policies and materials) are just one manifestation of the public
schools' difficulties. An accompanying and perhaps related na-
tional phenomenon is increased public support for standardized
tests as a means of determining college entry. According to a 1976
Gallup poll of public attitudes toward education, "A consensus
.was found in favor of requiring hipi school students to pass a
standardized exam in order to receive a diploma.'4 And 84 per-
cent of the sample felt that standardized tests are reliable. The
same high percentage may not endorse the linguistic values inher-
ent in standardized tests, but, endorsed or not, these values receive
implicit support ai standardized tests become more popular. Tests
have a way of determining language curriculaeven attitudes
toward such curriculaand the narrow view of language embodied
in standardized tests suggests that the nation's schools face pres-
sures to become more single-minded and less open to chax4ing
attitudes toward language.

Another similuity among schools is the discrepancy between
people of authority and people with power. If authority is defined
as holding a publicly recognized position which includes directive
and enforcing functions, and power is the ability to accomplish
thinp whether through publicly recognized means or not, it is
obvious that those with authority in schools may not be those
with power. Influential figure- often advise department chairs
and other school officials; policy pronouncements that appear to
come from one source may actually be dictated by another.

Approaches for eliciting affirmative, responses from these two
groups differ. The offieial sanction of the administration is nearly
always necessary for any school committee and is normally readily
obtainable, especially if the committee is intent on clarifying its
own attitudes toward language rather than directly changing the

6'
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curriculum. A careful explanation to administrators can eliminate
many logistical problems as well as give credibility to the commit-
tee's work. Influential English teachers may be more difficult to
deal with because their power is often covert and they may have
proprietary feelings about an English department's program. The
change agent must find ways to enlist their support, usually by
including them in the group, giving them responsibility, and
ttiaking them feel part of the change process. Those involved in
decision making and change are less likely to find fault with the
results.

Two of the most effective strategies for creating positive at-
titudes toward changethe trouble and jealousy methodsare
often inherent in the school and community environments. The
media have already done much to foster the, trouble method.
Reports of barely literate students, declining scores on stan-
dardized tests, and implicit and explicit questions about -the
teaching of English serve to heighten the insecurity of nearly all
English teachers. The process begins: "If these things are true,
we must be .in trouble, and if we're in trouble we'd better do
something." Administrators, and even influential English teachers
within the department, may be convinced that the current "trou-
ble" warrants consideration of change or at least a closer look at
the status quo. The jealousy method also plays upon the inherent
competitiveness of our society and lures people toward change
usociated with higher status, improved benefits, or other symbols
of hierarchical relationships. For example, "X school district has
just redesigned its language program. If X is doing it, then it must
be good," or "Look at all the federal money Y school is getting-
for its new language program. why don't we try tg get a piece of
the action?" Of course jealousy and trouble are not the only
ways to create positive attitudes toward change. Curiosity about
language, pride in one's work, an interest in furthering knowledge
ire also strong activating forces that thould not be overlooked by
th. flange agent.

Determining the Level of Awareness

Once a group is convenedwhether for a one-day meeting required
by the department, an open-ended discussion, or a college course
the change agent (teacher, visiting expert, self-appointed convener)
needs to determine ithe level of individual and group awareness
on language issues. General discussion of issues is one way of
determining awareness. After necessary introductions and the
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formulation of group expectations, the discussion might continue
something like this:

Change Agent: We're all here because we're concerned about the
teaching of language. I thought we might begin by focusing on a
few questions about language to determine some of the assump-
dons we bring to this group. For example, how do you react to
the statement, "One should always avoid contractions in written
English"?

Speaker 1: That's one of the things I remember being told by my
own high school teacher, and I do try to avoid contractions in
my own writing. But I've never really thOught about it. What's
wrong with contractions anyway?
S2: Doesn't it have something to do with the fact that they are a
sign of 'informality? I guess written language is supposed to be
_more formal than spoken language.
S3: But is it always supposed to be so very formal? I can think of
timeswhen I write my son for examplewhen I don't want to

-be so formal.

$4: Yes, and what about the fact that my current issue of The
New Yorker is full of contractions? I thought that was supposed
to be a pretty highbrow magazine. If it uses contractions so
freely, I'm going to have trouble telling my students that they
shouldn't.
,55: Well, it seems to me that English teachers have to uphold
some standards. The world is full of delicate clearanceslike an
airfieldand I value care and precision in language. I want my
doctor to know the difference between tonsils 'and appendix
when he operates on me, and if English teachers say students
can use contractions and any other informal forms they choose,
what happens to the delicate 'clearances of our language? We'll
soopbe crashing into one another.

As the discussion continues, the group cand the change agent
develop a clearer idea of individual attitudes toward language.
Other issues that are useful for stimulating opening discussion
include: A speaker should always avoid dialect; current changes in
our language signify itg degradation; when usage disputes pment
us with two or more alternatives, there is always one "preferred"
choice; social acceptability in middle class society depends upon
correct use of language.

Discussions have the advantage of airing many attitudes in a
short time, but we don't think they arc an ideal way to begin the
change process because they may create false impressions. Often
group participants withhold true feelings about language issues
because they fear arousing displeasure within the group. Also,
there is always the danger that a few people will dominate the
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discussion. Therefore, written and oral inventories are better.
Written inventories can elicit thoughtful individual responses,
while ral interviews produce more spontaneous views. As change
agents, we have used oral questionnaires, meeting with each
individu if possible, or assigning pairs who alternate roles of
questioner-recorder and 'responder. Taken together,/ oral and
written inventories provide a useful composite of the participants'
attitudes toward many aspects of language.

Asking group members to respond to specific usages provides
one kind of inventory, and the Appendix contains several usage
scales which can be adapted. One of these is the 'English Usage
Questionnaire." This scale contains a few items of British usage
which may not be appropriate for American groups, but the scale's
attention to context (informal/formal, spoken/written) is an
attribute which outweighs this slight limitation. Attention to the
language situation, as in the "English Usage Questionnaire,"
fosters less monolithic attitudes toward language. Also in the
Appendix is Leonard's "Current Usage in Grammar as Ranked by
Linguists," Although developed before 1932; .this scale has items
which work well with contemporary voups. The three rankings
established, disputable, and illiteraterepresent the reactions of
professional writers and teachers surveyed some forty years ago.
Items from all three categories can be combined in a single list
which respondents can rate according to the same three criteria. A
more lighthearted but nonetheless valuable inventory is "Quinn's
Quiz," which draws items ftom famous published works to il-
lustrate precedents for questionable contemporary usages. These
scales, or adaptations of them, provide an assessment of the
group's stance on usage generally, and discussion of particular
items on the scales can lead to thoughtful exploration. Opinions
on each item usually vary widely, and when participants/ explain
judginents and exchange views, they begin to recognize inherent
difficulties in absolute star dards of usage.

To encourage group membeis to become more conscious of
their assumptions about language, we often ask them to state the
linguistic assumption that underlies a given statement. Formulat-
ing such assumptions is not a simple task, and it takes considerable
probing to help participants articulate them. Often the initial
statement is a variation of one of the language myths discussed in
Chapter One. For example, a participant might respond negatively
to the item "The engine was hitting good this morning" and
defend that response by explaining that we shouldn't allow people
to speak dialects. When pushed, the participant might go on to
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state the underlying assumption that dialects are\undesirable forms
of speeci. The texts in which the "English Usage Questionnaire"
and Leonard's "Current Usage in Grammar as Rnked by Lin-
guists" appear contain-extensive considerations of e usage item.
We have found it effective to read excerpts from them when
discussions become especially lively.

Language attitude inventories or opinionnaires offe another
means of assessing group attitudes; the Appendix con inven-
tories by Frogner, Houston, and Taylor. Houston's " age
Attitudes and Information Study" investigites opinions abou and
knowledge of language learning; 'Taylor's Language Attit de
Scale" pays particular attention to attitudes toward nonstan
dialects. These and similar language attitude inventories hel
groups articulate their feelings about language and provide the
basis for usehd discussions. One liability of such scales is that they
may elicit inaccurate responses. Since theory and practice do not
always coincide, participants may respond as they think they
should rather than with complete honesty.

Inventories that seek responses to actual or simulated language
often elicit more genuine response and are therefore worth the
inconvenience of making or obtaining audio tapes. We have used
an audio tape similar to those used in Fraser's study Isee note 3 of
Chapter One). We use one tape of a speaker whose dialect is close
to that of the audience and one of a speaker whose dialect suggests
another region. Lexical and syntactic features can also be varied
depending upon the group's linguistic background. For example,
Vith am urban group familiar with Black English you might use
this passage: "I done gone to the store most time and then one

- day I be busy andjend Nick boy. He brung me what I tell Km but
he say somebody hit him upside the head and it don't be all his
fault." Participants then record responses to this taped passage on
forms such as this:

1. What is the race or ethnic origin of this speaker?
2. What is the highest educational level attained .'by this

speaker?
3. What occupation might this speaker have?
4. Could this speaker be part of your social group?
5. Do you consider this speaker fluent?

A variation is to use rating scales based on two polar terms with
three intermediate points: I I I I 1. Other

fast slow

.3 0
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terms that may be used include clear/unclear, fluent/not fluent,
relaxed/tense, high social status/low social status. Still another
variation is to tape voices of children and ask group members
(assuming they are all teachers) to rate the speaker's potential as a
student. This can be done with narrative questions similar to 1-5
above or with polar terms such as confident/unsure, eager/reticent,
intelligent/slow learner, precocious/retarded.

In a one-day workshop where the group will not have time to
analyze responses fully, it may be desirable for participants to
list the most pressing problems in student grammar, pronuncia-
tion, and. vocabulary. As is true with open-ended discussion, this
technique can lead to over-concentration on a few items or on one

or two individuals in the group, making it difficult to direct the
tide of teacher self-righteousness to more productive topics of
discussion.

Investigating Curriculum Models

If the group is tr, meet for more than one day, a second, related
set of attitudes should be investigated early in the discussion. In a

general way these attitudes center on the nature of knowledge, but
for purposes of teachers groups they gel as curriculum models.
Eggleston labels the ends of the curriculum continuum as received

and. reflexive perspectives. In his words, the received view of

curriculum "is one in which the curriculum knowledge, like other
components of the knowledge system in the social order, is
accepted as a received body of understanding that is 'given,' even
ascribed, and is predominantly non-negotiable."5 A reflexive
perspective, on the other hand, "is one in which curriculum
knowledge, like the components of the knowledge system, is seen

to be negotiable; in which content may be legitimately criticized

and argued or new curricula devised. Essentially it is dialectic and

manifestly subject to political and other influence; a construction
of those who participate in its determination.6 As in alternative
to thee two extremes Eggleston offers the restructuring perspec-
tive characterized by the following question: "How may the
curriculum not only assist a wider range of students to enhance
their expectations of power and their capacity to exercise it but
also play its part in bringing about a social situation in which these

expectations and capacities may be used?"7
If you consider the close relationship between language and

power' in society, the value of the restructuring perspective is
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evident. But our group discussions do not begin with the active
consideration of this question. Rather, we try to engage teachers
in discusgions which reveal their preferred curriculum perspective
and allow them to distinguish between their own attitudes and the
structures or objective realities in which they work. For example,
teachers may make narrative responses to statements such as:
1) Teachers are responsible for preserving the heritage of the past
and handingit on to the next generation. 2) Students should have
an active role in deciding what and how they will learn. 3) School
curriculum should empower students by presenting them with
situations which allow them to exercise power. Or their responses
may be polar. For example, the language curriculum should:
constantly change/never change, draw upon student dialects/
instruct students in approved forms of standard English, draw
upon comizunity resources/avoid contamination of corrupt public
utterance.

Facilitating Group Awareness and Interest

As is true with discussion related to language attitude inventories,
curriculum questions may elicit heated responses. Change agents
should find these lively exchanges hopeful, even when they are
difficult to facilitate, because they signal group involvement, and
involvement leads to interest. It is important to acknowledge
strong feelings about language and language teaching as they
emerge; otherwise, group members tend to stop responding. Try
to avoid taking stands, but encourage group members to criticize
the statements of others. Take a nondirective approach, listening
carefully to what is being said so that you can repeat it to the
group, asking the speakers if this is an accurate reflection of what
they've said. Open communication is essential in the awareness
and interest stages of the change process, and an accepting atmo-
sphere where all speakers get respectful recognition seems to foster
such communication.

Of course there are times when smiling, nodding, and making
accepting noises are not enough, since participants may need to
vent their hostility: As attitudes emerge in more emotional terms,
use more active means of restating them, perhaps through role
playing. For example, an individual may begin by recounting the
"unpleasant language" used by his/her students. With rapidly
rising voice she or he exclaims, "I can't stand it when students say
'yeah' when I speak to them or when they say things like 'I ain't
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got no 7±encil:" Suggest then that the speaker take the role of
teacher while another group member plays the student. We suggest

a variety of scensziosteacher ignores student, teacher rebukes
student, teacher offers alternative usage, teacher responds matter-
of-factly to student statement. Ask both participants to explore
their feelings about each alternative. As a follow-up we ask the

two to reverse roles and replay the scenarios to learn how the
other side feels.

Often, however, group members talk only in general terms
about what bothers them; then the change agent's job is to steer
conversation to a more specific level. Typical comments, especially
at the beginning of group work, are generalitiesstudents use
terrible grammar, students can't write, students have limited
vocabularies. Keep asking for examples until you begin to hear
statements such as: "This one kid in my class keeps saying 'he
gots' instead of 'he has'"; "When they are assigned a two-page
composition, my students turn in one paragraph"; "Students
keep inserting 'you know' after every third word."

When the group has begun to talk In more specific terms,
encourage attitude statements or at least first-person statements.
Offer examples and urge meMbers to take responsibility for their
own observations rather than to project them onto somecre else.

When members speak in the third person, ask them to restate in

the first person and to add affective content whenever it is appro-

priate. Thus, "Students keep using 'anymore' the wroag way"
becomes "I find it confusing whtn students say 'We eat ush here
anymore," and "Students in this school have the most atrocious
pronunciation" becomes "I don't like the flat a that many of my
students use; they pronounce 'Ann' like 'Ian."

Bccause "I messages" are often difficult for teachersand other
peopleto articulate, give group members opportunities to prac-
tice with one another. Working in pairs, participants express their
three greatest concerns about language to their partners. The
partner s job is to ensure that the statement is in the first person
and to offer a restatement so that she 1:+r he can Iti:nrt it later to
the group. After each partner has taken both roles, the first-person
concerns are reported to the group.

These same strategieslistening carefully. remaining sensitive to

group feelings, reiterating individual statements, using role playing

for constructive expression of strong feeling, reducing global
declarations to specific statements, encouraging first-person
,expression, and acknowledging individual feelingsare important
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throughout the entire change process, not just during the first
couple of meetings. Our greatest failures have resulted when we
truncated the process. Interactive skills, or relationship interven-
tion as we called it in Chapter Two, are essential throughout the
change proem. Now let us move on to discuss other aspects of
the process of change.

One of the advantages of asking group members to state con-
cerns specifically is that change agents 'begin to discover the
group's real needs. The ability of people to disclose themselves and
their needs varies, but the typical pattern is for them to begin with
generalities or peripheral concerns and-work gradually to central
needs. Asking for specifics leads to disclosure and makes group
tasks clearer. We have learned, through painful experience, that
group needs rather than the change agent's needs must determine
much of the agenda, particularly at the outset Our least successful
encounters have resuhed when- we tried to work from an agenda
and gave little attention to what the group was looking for. -

Typically, group needs take very pragmatic form: teachers want tb
know what to do, if not on Monday, then Tuesday. As change
agents we try to strike a balance between this pressure for class-
room strategies and our conviction that theory must underlie
practice.

Although they are expressed in different ways, group concerns
ftwally center on the need for answers; if the profession can't
koffer authoritadve answers, teachers say, what can it give us? What
can we tell our students and ourselves? Discrepancy intervention,
or enlarging upon differences betw e en group members ind "ex-
perts" in the profession, is effective a 'this stage. Usage inventorie-
provide ready examples of differen within the group, and
perusal of the usage Commentary in contemporary dictionaries
reveals the differences in authoritative opinidn. The 1976 editicin
of The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language,
for example, boasts of "exposing the lexical opinions of a larger
group of recognized leaders than has heretofdre been consulted
so that the ordinary user, looking up an expression whose social
status is uncertain, can discover just how and to what extent his-
presumed betters ogee on what he ought to say or write."9 This
larger group of leaders is divided on many issues of usage. Contact
(noun) denoting a person as a source of assistance is "acceptable
to fil percent of the Panel in formal usage."9 What about the
opinion )f the other 39 percent? Are we to ignore them? What
shall we do about "I felt bad" (regretful) which 55 perccnt of the
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panel .411 accept in spee:h? A brief examination of' the history of
the English language (another source for perspective intervention)
adds to group awareness o( shifting usages.

We urge group members to broaden `their awareness of diacrep.
ancies in tuzge by, reading W. H. Mittins, et el, Attitudes to
English Usage, Comelia avid Bergen Evans's A Dictionary of
Ccktitemporary American Osage, Albert Marckwardt and Fred
'Walcott's Facts About Currerzt English Usage, Charles C. Fries's
American E;iglish Gramdar, Robert Pooky'g The Teaching of
Flesh Usage, Margaret Bryant's Current American Usage, and
Ray Copperticrs Amsrican Usage: The Consensus. These sources
refiect both descriptiioe surveys and the compilers' attitudes. The
group serstes as a soirnding board for individual reactions to these
readings.

Group Projcis

-Keeping in Wind the group's need for action as well as theory,
encourage tax-;., member to undertake a projzct which will pr;ivide
empirical informaticns about language. Project designs vary dc .
pentbng upon interests will resources, but the aim is to make group
members more con.scious of' usage in. their immediate worlds.
Typical projects .suggest the range of possibilities: /) focus upon
th k. occunence of selected "questionable" usages such as "fmal-
ize," "not about n." (determination not to do), "real" (as in
"real cold"), and Others ,suggested -by the group, noting the fre.
quency and context of\each term; 2) monitor selected speakers
in the media and in personfor a Week and note "questionable"
usages in th.or speech; 3) monitor selected pages of a local news.

.papacclitorials, letten, advice vslumns, features', sports, and
ger 4 newsand note linguistic choices of various. kinds of
wrimrs; 4) surv4 community attitudes totvard language by
admirnstering oral or written venions oi the initial invritories
to a sample of typical community members; 5) survey student
attitutki with these same inventories, assuring students that,their
responses Svd1 not be used ta evaluate them in class; 6) tape a
typical conversation in a specialized work .place such as an auto
meckanic shop or attorney's. office and play it to several listeners
withal revealing the seuing; 7) tape several sentences by a sp:ak-
er of noniocal dialect, play it to speakers of local dialect; and
record their reactions. A more extensive and highly satisfying
projcct, 0 time allows, is for each group member to study the

5 5
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language of one child. Extensive conversation and tape recordings
are essential for successful study, but the increased understanding
of language justifies the effort. Projects which involve taping
can start from a number of specific questions, such as: How
does .Speaker X's conversational language differ from "standard
English"? Does Speaker X seem able to var5, his or her dialect
according to the communication situation? What particular
characteristics of Speaker X's language make it effective/ineffec-
tive for particular communicative purposes?

Projects such as the ohes ,listed above inevitably lead to in-
creased awareness of the sociological dimerisions of language and
then to organizational/eultural structure intervention as dcsciibed
in Chapter Two. Socio1inguistics has, of course, add.d much to
our understanding of the relationship between society and lan-
guar, but assimilation of this knowledge is more likely to occur in
cortihination with direct observation of language in society.

Developing group awareneu, of the impact of attitudes upon
language and fostering interest in the topic is ongoing,. Group
members repeatedly confront their own and others' responses to
language and .btgin to understand the impae, their attitudes have
upon their own classroom behavior an,: that of their students. As
is but with relationship intervention, the growth of awareness and
interest continues ihroughout the change process.

Evaluation 7'1

Evaluation begins as soon as alternatives appear. It may not be
immediately apparent, 1;tit group members ye usually making
judgments, weighing alternatives, and considcring their stances
ven as they iespond to usage inventories. As they recognize that

cont. tiaty rather than empirical validity accounts for
many of their assumptions, they react in a variety 'of ways, some
testifyins to the 'difficulty anti pain of change. As change agents
we 'try to acknowledge this pain and at' the owe time encourage
the group to consider alternatives to present practices. An equally
pcesible rtaction is reliefeven delightat not having to carry
around the loaçrf linguistic, guilt and the fear of being wrong;
change is a co pl*ated proce.3,'but it is not always painful Even
if the gro deciOes to -Jaintain current practices, conscious
examinatiØi asso4-.:,, more judicious ,practice. Try to sustain
the group s aw ero of alternatives through scanning rather
than identificatio r,trategies: reading descriptions of programs,

ii
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examining curriculum materials, and, if possible, visiting class-
rooms where new approaches are being implemented.

Extensive scanning and evaluation of alternatives to current
language teaching leads to experimentation with new approaches.
Once again, the group can serve as an effective testing ground.
If the group has been meeting for some time, there may be a high
enough level of trust so that members feel comfortable in taking
risks with otte another. We encourage them to develop and try
mini-lessons which reflect changing attitudes toward language.
A teacher may, for example, demonstrate a lesson on contextual
meaning and solicit group response to the content and methodol-
ogy.

Adoption/Adaptation

The final stage in the process is the adoption/adaptation of new
procedures; however, in keeping with an adaptive rather than
adoptive view of change, void thinking of this as a final stage.
Change agents ahould encourage group members to try new
approaches in their classes, especially when their efforts have been
strengthened by experimentation within the group. These innova-
tions might include teaching a unit on dialectology; banning the
words "right" and "wrong" in reference to ..?ecific language
choices except where each word is qualified by a situational
reference; initiating frequent class discussions about assumptions

. that teacher and students reveal in their reactions to language;
inviting other faculty members into their classes for participation
in discussions about "correct" English; developing new criteria for
the selection of langtiage and composition textbooks; revising style
sheets (or whatever criteria a department or school has agreed to
use for writing); creating composition assignments that call -for
experimentation with several dialects; inviting teachers at other
levels (senior high to elementary) tp cooperate in revising expecta-
tions for student language. In any nt, try to prevent the group
from assuming that its task is over when the group ceases to meet
regularly, or after members have tried something new in their
classes. If our methods are successful, group members will con-
tinue to challenge assumptions about language and language
instruction, to examine new ideas, and to change.

We should emphasize, too, that the adoption/adaptation stage
is often the most precarious time for participating teachers. They

5 7
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are taking risks in an often hobtile environment (few schools are
openly receptive to change) and may be asked to offer extensive
explanations or defenses for their actions. Further, it is at this
time that teachers experience the full psychological complexity
involved in changing attitudes toward language because all three
dimensionsaffective, cognitive, and behavioralconverge. This
convergence forces acknowledgement that their myths have
changed.
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Scene: Sense place, same group, different day

Burr: Whew, I'm glad we have Open House only once a year. I thought I
was going to be eaten alive by some of the parents lut night.

Mots: What do you mean? What happened?

Burr: You Probably didn't get any of it because you teach history, but
parents were on my neck about the "illiteracy" of kids in this school.

Carlucci: I guess we have the press to thank for that. Remember that series
of ankles in the Newt about changes in the English curriculum? Several
parents asked me if that meant we don't teach writing anymore.

Schutz: Yes, and then there wu the article on the standardized tests given by
the state. According to the Newt, kids in this state can barely talk.

Brown: Am I ever glad I teach chemistry. None of the parents seem to know
much about it, so they assume I know what I'm doing. You poor English
teachers are always getting attacked. Why don't you start doing something
about it?

Schutz: What do you have in mind? Reducing English to formulu and
equations? ,

Carlucci: That's what transformational grammar does, I hear.

Brown: Don't be ridiculous. I wasn't thinking of drastic curriculum change
so much as trying to establish a different relationship to the community,
helping groups in the community explore their attitudes toward language.
You seem to want to avoid getting cynical and defensive. Why don't you try
coming up with some ways to be a positive influence on the community's
attitudes-as well as on *he kids'?

Motz: You're implying change of a pretty fundamental kind. That NCTE
statement that Liz quoted a few days ago has haunted me. I know enough
history to realize that when you start consciously trying to mess around with
a community's beliefs, you're plays with fire. "An attempt of one social
group to exert its dominance over another": that's political, ladies and
gentlemen, and I counsel caution.

Brown: Yes, I s,ppose I am suggesting something that's potentially dan-
gerous, but I think we've got some teachers here who can handle it. Thcy
certainly know you can't go on a rampage with hobby-horse ideas and expect
to win converts.

Schutz: Ellen, Joe, I think you're both right. We English teachers have
reached the point where we understand enough about language and attitudes
and change processes to try to gp beyond.the school walls. We've never really
done it before, but I'm coming to think it's really a part of our jobs. Some-
how, we'vedot to talk to the community about the ways that language
affects them, but we can't sound like zealots. Sue, Frank, what do you say?



4 Changing Language Attitudes
in the Community

English a subject which nearly everyone agrees is vital for
effectively functioning citizens in a democracy: everyone needs to
be able to communicate with fluency, precision, and as much
grace as possible, and English teachers are supposed to develop
that ability. But teaching students to communicate effectively
with language is only a vague statement of purpose and content
for English teachers. The real question for teachers is how to do it,
and there is professional disagreement about procedures. While it
may be unfortunate that the public persists in its conviction that
English teachers are ,the authorities on how language should be
used, at least that belief gives English teachers a leverage that
belongs to no other group in the community. When English
teachers speak. to the community about language, a large portion
of the community will listen.

Thoughtful and imaginative English teachers Maintain a delicate
balance between "practical" instruction in language use and those
dimensions of language that give aesthetic delight and suggest
explorations of values. These teachers are more thoroughly 'knowl-
edgeable about language from descriptive, rhetorical, and literary
standpoints and, as Arthur Applebee has shown in Tradition and
Reform in the Teaching of English, they have drawn from several
literary traditions and from "scientific" schools of thought.'
They have become synthesizers and explorers in their attempts
make English enriching beyond, but not excluding, the more
immediate and perhaps mundane uses of language in daily life.
Such teachers have truly been educators of the largeecommunity.
Their students do not perpetuate the' stultifying and rigid attitudes
toward language that their parents inherited. Rather, their stu-
dents demonstrate that an enlightened understanding of language
contributes to fluency and comfort with language in everyday
affairs.

As English teachers, we like to think that we are making an
important cliffertnce in people's lives if we are successful in help-
ing (.,ur students to be more thoughtful and more sensitive. Such
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a goal is, however, as general as it is important and thus impels us
to take a closer look at more specific and direct influences that

. English teachers can have on their communities. Obvious targets
for change are those beliefs about language that are called myths
in Chapter One. English teachers might try working more directly
in the community, finding ways to disseminate their knowledge
about language through existing avenues of community instruc-
tion. A community does instruct itself through its available
means of communication, from conversation to television and
advertising. Since an expanded concept of English instruction
includes all these media, we must stop just teaching these concepts
and start employing them. This doesn't mean anything so conspic-
uous or shocking as having a zealous teacher lecture on linguistic
relativism right after the six o'clock news. That approach is both
too direct and too likely to alienate the community. Indeed, in
whatever we say and in whatever means we use, we will need to
seek community support. As politics makes cleat, the leader
cannot be too far ahead of those who would follow. But we can
redefine our roles as teachers of language and as teachers of the
communities in which we live.

An Active Community Role

This new role for English teachers is characterized more by its
active than its reactive nature. Recent questioning and tccusations
about the imputed weaknesses in students' reading and writing
skills have elicited defensive reactions from English teachers and
other school personnel. English teachers, asserting that they have
been teaching bmic skills all along, have even resurrected and
revised sentence diagramming. Another kind of reaction occurred
in the 1960s when elective programs proliferated, often in re-
sponse to the students' complaints that Engliih had become too
rigid and irrelevant. One conclusion might be that we English
teachers are intenselt political in our statements about our field,
if not in our public behavior. We can adjust our purpose and our
methods to whatever breeze is strongest. Another conclusion,
perhaps more valid and certainly more damaging, is that too many
of us have not clearly and thoroL,., ly established our sustaining
beliefs and assumptions. We often do not articulate our beliefs in
a departmental philosophy or network of assumptions about
language. Instead, we disagree and bicker, choking on gnats of
usage, defending idiosyncratic style preferences. Such divisiveness
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and the absence of a coherent statement of beliefs about language
leave us vulnerable and, force tu to take a reactive stance whcn the
community becomes upset.

An active stance with respect to language and the community
can arise from allowing our own attitudes to undergo change,
radically (in the sense of going to the roots) rcthinking the mins
of schools and teachers in the communities they serve. This is not
the place for a thoniugh analysis of the historical and philosoph.
ical development of American schools, but we can look to John
Dewey as a thinker whom many of us will agree did perform such
an analysis. In Democracy and Education, Dewey.o describes
American education as preeminently a social function; the school
provides A special environment created to perform a major part of
that function. This special environment is "framed with express
reference to influencing the mental and moral disposition" of the
members of a given community.2 Carrying out that influence,
again according to Dewey, entails three characteristic functions:

1. The school breaks up the complex interrelationships of a
society and orders them in simplified and progressive ways. "It
selects the features which are fairly fundamental and capable of
being responded to by the, young." This selection and ordering of
elements becomes a "means of gaining insight into what is more
complicated."

2. In addition to simplifying, selection of features of the exist-
ing env ronment aims "at weeding out what is undesirable . . . it
strives o reenforce the power of ... only such [achievements] as
make for a better future society." This is the principle of.offering
to the young the beit that a society has produced.

3. The school also acts as an intcgrating and balanc4ng--4ent
within a society of many centrifugal forces. If modern society is
litmany societies more or less loosely connected," that some
institution is needed which "shall provide something like a homo-
geneous and balanced environment for the young." This influence
counteracts the antagonistic pulls of the diverse social groups
which affect the childa danger, according to Deweyand the
school performs "a steadying and integrating office."3

This description of function obviously places schools at the core
of any community, both as responsible preservers of a heritage and
as agents for improvement. The difficulty of keeping these two
purposes in flexible harmony is apparent to any careful observer
of twentieth-century American schools. Tension between the two
functions seems clearly desirable, but a productive tension is
difficult to sustain and often thc temptation is to settle for an easy
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resolution. It is easier to opt for the familiar, the continuit! of old
ways and ideas, regardless of whether they can be shown to be
"the beta" or the most productivelY integrative. Without clear-
eyed and continual internal reassessment by school personnel, the
deadening influence of Prfcedent can be strongest, and the school
becomes a captive of the community rather than a leader in it.
With captivity comes timidity; with timidity, sameness and little
genuine innovation .

boubtless, examples exist here and there of schools that have

sought an energetic and innovative balance between preservation
and change, between reaction and action. One of them is described
in lively _detail by Polly Greenberg in The Devil 'Has Slippery
Shoes.4 This "biased biography of the Child DeveloPment Group
of Mississippi" traces the development of a preschool program
created with federal funds and the genuine participation of blacks
in spite of the intense opposition of many local whitcs. The author
sums up the purpose of the program with these words:

It was hoped that at least a small group of Negro children, wh
had already had the tremendous advantage of having parents wh,
were engaged In changing things, could get a psychologically
strengthening, thought provoking, reality oriented education,
rather than the psychologically crushing, thought controlled,
mythically oriented education currently available to them in
public schools"

CDGM was funded for about a year, intermittently, and man-
aged to develop alternative educational services for-several hundred
black children. But it did not confine itself to youngsters. Staff
and involved black citizens worked with other community action
programs, such as adult literacy and economic opportunities, to
combat the poverty and degradation in which most blacks lived.
"Surely one of the most important things CDGM did for Mis-
sissippi, for the South, was to provide an arena for emerging new-
style Southern white leaders."6 One of them, the Reverend Jimmy
Jones, born and raised in the Delta town of Leland, Mississippi,
said:

In the last analysis, no individual has to be a victim of anything.
Each of us makes a decision.... History doesn't just make itself.
Somebody gets an idea from the mesh .he's in, and he moves out
alone with his idea and he educates himself and others and forms
a model that's back down in the mesh; but it's new. The perpet-
ual revolution is what I see u the euence of life. The job will
never be done by people who do something and then sit back
down and never do anything elseor people who never do any-
thing at all. I call them the living dead. An idea is like any living
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thing: the minute it's birthed, it's on its way to death. We have to
keep on with the birthing processcreating, creating, learning,
experimenting.. ..7

But one of the most significant comments about thc whole effort,
and the one that best suggests the author/participant's view of its
nature and effects, was from "a large lady from Lauderdale
County":

'Course CDGM's good. 'Cept the things about it that's bad.
There's a lotta good folks come here to help us. 'Course, there's a
lot just come to cause a fuss too. And the federal government's
finally recognized us down here'course sometimes that ain't so
good, 'cause for every smile it gives us, it gives us a kick too. Well,
at least it's got us colored peoples workin' for oursel's. 'Cept 'the
ones that won't. One thing, though, it's great for the kids. On'y
thing, it's kind* hard on 'em when they get to real school and it
ain't like our school. God's helpin' us, ain't no doubt. It's just
that the Devil keel's sit:11)pin' in and outa things so's we won't get
spoilt. He really keeps you gueuin'l Each thing, you gotta study
it to see If it's God in the disguise of difficulty, or the Devil in
the disguise of somebody good. This whole thing really keep us
workin' our mind"

CDGM is not a literal model for change in a community, but it
does demonstrate- the possibility of signifiCant attitude change in
the face of massive resistance, and-it beckons the Jimmy Jonesesfi,
who happen to be English teachers to help with the birthing of
new attitudes. It is a specific example of the Dewey principle in
action: a school weeding out the undesirable and moving actively
toward the creation of a better society.

We English teachers who aspire to be Jimmy Joneses need to
reevaluate our capacities and community roles. A good way to
begin is to imagine a career change. We've come to a point in our
careers where we realize that we must inventory our skills, desires,
and experiences in order to find a new job or to make our present
job more satisfying. Sometimes this stock-taking is forced upon
us by reversals in the supply and demand market for teachers;
sometimes we do it simply to avoid stagnation. If that reassess-
ment is done probingly and imaginatively, as Richard Bolles
explains in What Color Is Your Parachute?,9 it can turn up a
variety of talents and skills that have surprisingly wide application.
It can also reinforce a spirit of confidence about our potential
effectiveness outside our classrooms, and that spirit can be very
helpful when "the Devil keeps skippin' in and outa things."

Many good English teachers have superior communicative
ability, an ability to write in several forms (expository, fiction,
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verse) and for a variety of audiences. Like Jimmy Jones, they can
look at miscellaneous events, find the pattern's that underlie them,
and succinctly express their significance. This is the ability to deal
comfortaLly with an idea without being so bewitched by it that it
becomes dogma. English teachers are accustomed to helping
groups ,solve problems, explore opinions, and propose courses of
action. Our own efforts as organizers and facilitators of student
work have helped us develop a remarkable range of group dynam-
ics skills. In addition *.o working with people, wc have organized
and directed the use of communications equipment: projectors,
tape recorders, typewriters, duplicating machines. We have helped
to publish newspapers and magazines, which even entailed coping
with budgets and the whims of advertisers. If we have had to
explain and defend the choice of books whose suitability was in
question or if we' have had to argue for an English department's
priorities in the face of administrative opposition, we have em-
ployed persuasive tactics. In .other words, many English teachen
have multicolored parachutes which could be more fully deployed
if we learned-to manipulate the cords in different ways.

Access to the Community

And what of the "mesh" we're in, the community? What un-
suspected or only partially tapped resources is it likely to contain?
Perhaps an informal survey (with the Yellow Pages and Chamber
of Commerce materials as starting points) will produce a list

similar fo this:
at least one local radio station which reaches a large propor-

tion of the community or, if there are several radio atations, one
which has a targeted audienCe (youth, blacks, L stellectuals, middle-

class adults). Each of these audiences has a different perception of
61 normal" language, which will suggest to a change agent different

approaches to affecting language attitudes
at least one television station in or serving the community,

which by the terms of its FCC license is committed to some public

service programming
at least one daily or weekly newspaper to which access is

possible through letters to the editor and through editorials and
feature stories

businesses and industries that regularly advertise their prod-
ucts or services, whose ad language might be influenced or whose

advertising departments might be convinced to include messages
about language in the ads
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house organs of businesses and industries which communicate
all sorts of messages to employees

in-house workshops and seminars conducted by businesses
and industries, sometimes in connection with problems of commu-
nication

advertising agencies that create and market messages to the
public in such places as newspapers, magazines, TV, radio, bill-
boards, product packaging

governmental offices and agencies whose regular function is
to provide services to the public and which have many commu-
nication tools for that purpose

churches whose pastoral care includes attention to the
influences of language on behavior

a public library, which is-the natural repository for cognitive
information

service and social clubs whose members may have narrow
criteria for membership but who may also want to expand their
interests and understanding.

These are the means by which a community instructs itself, and
English teachers either are or could be a part of all of them,
influencing some of the instructiOn they provide. And, of course,
tapping their devices of communication is the way to do that. Into
the mesh that is theseorganizations` habitual way of thinking and
behaving must be inserted the new ideas Jimmy Jones spoke of,
the new ideas that will only momentarily seem new and then will
be absorbed in the continual growth process. The stages of change
that we have cited in the previous chapters will apply here too,
with the major emphasis on creating awareness of different at-
titudes toward language.

Activities for Change Agents

Individually, and sometimes collectively, English teachers have
already acted as change agents in some communities. Marge
Huntley is a good example of the solitary change agent. An
English teacher with fifteen years of experience, she lives and
teaches in a community of 25,000, a fairly typical community
whose residents indude industrial workers, professional people,
and clerical and service ptrsonnel. Marge teaches in a senior high
school where she has served as English department chairperson
but is now a classroom teacher. She took part in an NDEA In-
stitute in the mid-1960s, as an NCTE member, and has helped
with various activities of the state affiliate of NCTE. These kinds
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of participation, supplemented, of course, by reading in profes-

sional books and periodicals, have made her somewhat more alert

to the many points of growth in a teacher of English than some of

her colleagues.
Marge likes to write, and she is not hesitant to use this ability

in public ways. Readers of .the editorial page in the local news-

paper are accustomed to seeing her name there. She writes about

many aspects..of education, but usually she tries in some way to
include references to the functions of language. One letter about

standardized testing, for example, pointed out that such tests

make some possibly unwarranted assumptions about dialects. She

drew an analogy with clothing, asking, "Would you wear the same

suit of clothes for all occasions? Of course not. Then, why must

we assume that certain language forms are suitable for all occa-

sions? If standardized tests are going to be important measures of

our students' language facility, shouldn't we acknowledge that

they assess only a small part of"their and our range of Choices?"

Because Marge regularly writes letters and because her views are

always provocative and thoughtfully prepared, the editor of the

newspaper asked her whether she would like to write a guest
editorial. (Furthermore, he offered her $25 for 600 words!)

Within a week she had written and sent off an essay which was

printed the following week. The editor chose to highlight one

passage by printing it in large type: "To try to defend certain

choices of verb and pronoun forms by invoking a grammatical rule

is to assume some inherent rightness for *hat rule. Grammar has no

such rightness." In the last paragraph she summarized her argu-

ment thus: "English is a flexible instrument. All of us need to
know more about how that instrument works, how it can be-used

to find and express meanings, how it can add satisfaction to our

efforts to communicate. Changing our beliefs and attitudes about

what is ungrammatical is a first, important step toward greater

mastery of dur language."
Marge continues to write, even though some of her colleagues

regard her views and her techniques of expression as eccentric.

Most of her students, however, speak glowingly of her. They refer

to their enthusiastic discussions about language, and most of them

seem to have emerged from her classes with a new appreciation of

the flexibility inherent in language. It also seems that it is mainly

her students' reactions that keep Marge going. So far as het col-

leagues and other adults are concerned, she is indeed a solitary

change agent. One wonders how long she can sustain the energy

for contributing to changed attitudes.

(i 7
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In comknunities where there are colleges or universities, the
Department of English is sometimes the home oi solitary change
-agents whose medium is the telephone. One such flOattment
known to us airerages three calls a week from people inquiring
about the "correctness" of some item of usage. A typical question
is, "Which word should I use in this sentence: 'You asked that the
regional directdpr and (I, me, myself) determine the relative prior-
ities." This question was answered by one of the secretaries in the
English office, a woman who- had been a public sc!:lol English
teacher; she could explain not only the "right" choicelbut also
the fact that formal, written English has different criteria for
choice than informal, spoken English, That secretary, another
solitary change agent, may have made a snEal contribution to
changing att",ides toward language.

Roy Johnson, Jim Stevens, and Jeff Jones are the Three Mus-
keteers of language attitude change in a large city. All three are
secondary school English teachers whose loose but durable affilia-
tion includes frequent thank-God-it's-Friday sessions at convenient
taverns. They have worked with the state and local NCTE affil-
iates, but several of their activities are self-sponsored. That way
they avoid some of the hassles and delays that accompany "offi-
cial" positions by organizations with images to protect.

Almost every year, Roy, Jim, and Jeff have their classes do an
interviewing project. With, their, kids, they devise questions for
telephone interviews. They have found that political campaign
managers have helpful suggestions about how to do interviewing
designing the questions, sele( ting a sample, conducting the inter-
viewand, of course, they involve as many kids as possible in
seeing the project through. The kids tabulate the answers, interpret
the results, and try to pull them together with reading about
dialects and sto1- But besides the obvious pedagogical value of
this project, th, tl e men discuss the myths about language that
the interviews untover and try to discern ways in which they can
change those myths.

One myth that they worked on recently involves spelling. The
interviews had shown a predominant belief that correct spelling
is an indispensable criterion of effective written composition;
furthermore, one of the local newspapers persisted in sponsoring
city-wide spelling bees, which seemed to contribute substantially
to exaggerated attention to spelling. Having spent several Friday
afternoons in planning a strategy, Roy, Jim, and Jeff arranged a
conference with the newspaper publisher and some of his staff.
A result of that conference and subsequent correspondence and
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telephone calls will a shift in the newspaper's sponsorship. They
decided to sponsor,a young writers' fair instead, an annual sharing

time on a college campus where elementary and secondary stu-

dents fmm many schools could.come together to read each other's

work and to listen to adult writers talk about how they write.
It's too eaily to say ahat the community's belief in the spelling

myth has been shaken, and the three 'young men know they will
have to use additional strategies. One of .them is directed at service
and social dabs. Roy and Jim have friends who belong to Rotary,
Kiwanis, and Lions jefPs wife knows people who aie members of
Soroptimist and. University Women's Club. All of therrhave been
informally urging their friends to suggett a program featuring
language. One program idea is a forum about language.'The plan

is to invi a sports. riter, a newspaper editor, a businessperson,

and teacher, In modified debate form, they will compare their
beliefs about language standards. They will use lots of examples
and will refer, to such benchmarks of judgment as Strunk and
White, CiUcago Manual of .Style, custom, and the recent Supreme

.
Court judgment about "dirty words" in the media. As Jeff, Roy,
and Jim+ describe it, this appears to be the:kind of program that
can be extremely sl:imulating, 'and, if one of them can be the
teacher participant in each detwe, they hope to make the point
that the myth of absolute criteria in language needs revision.

Anoilyq atil hoc group of teadiers has built is activity basely
around 'publication* from NM, especially those produced by
.SLATE (Stipport for the Learning and Teaching of English, an arm

of .NOTE that is especially awned at pohtical action). They have
duplicated soirmail the '"Stater Sheets" (such al "Back to Basics:

Language and Dialect," "Back to Basks. Grammar and Usage")
and have distributed them. at PTA and school board meetings.
'I hey included their names, addiesses, and telephone numbers with
tl tte handouts anti now met. inquiries from interested citizens;

mr just want to Cli,3" others suggest shghtly pore formal con-
, :isaltiorri 1,,W# votioc kot patents of preschoolers, scout troop
cadets, atni the tc.lwrs who particip,Ate in these discus:
sions have a chance 1 r tvwstions about what is "basic, in

language leatotng, am.), hec.r ticr people who attend are usual!.
yes y intetemed to yttotz iji1c t6,t4opment, the teacher% find

atki.note ocvs.

Thetr sinw rcather4 have nuttypl Olen schcol district and

the ltwal 1:44thsh fora hcp,," otgantf-.atton olkto sponsoring pubk
viv Olt voiqvi! oef ilsiOtwrdl themselves both

hy ItmN few, OW lop-4,,,,LA,y1 o i drl NJ.1/4r4 st.indatdimi
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tests and the NCTE document, Reviews of Selected Published
Tests.in English. For use at the meetings they duplicated portions
of another NCTE publication,Aommon Sense and Testing in
English: "Checklist for Evaluating English Tests and Test Uses"
and "Citizen's Edition: Common Sense and Testing in English."
Among the questions that the "Citizen's Ed Won" encourages is
the following: "Do the tests discriminate against children because
they- do not speak a particular type of English or Because
come from a particular part of the Udited States?" Because theic
at numerous migrant workers whose children attend schools in
'this particular community, teachers, have found this question
almost, explosive in its effect. Despite some ugly expessions of
prejudice an4 ethnic hostility, the discussions can usually be
brought aroun4 tO focus on the arbitrariness of many school and
test criteria. It now begins to appear that other forms of evalua-
tion will replace the once-dominant standardized tests and that
more tolerance for linguistic diversity may be growing among
school personnel and some 'parents.

In still another medium-sized community, Sally Maclellan, a
fourth-grade teacher, and Marie Steele, librarian in charge of the
learning resource center, discovered that -they had been similarly
affected by Robert Pooley's Teaching Englith Usage (firogpub-
lished in 1946 by NCTE; a second edition, 1974, has alsiaidbeen
published by NCTE). They recalled how. fresh and eensible Pool-
ey's reassurances about "errors".were when they first read them,
though twenty-five years later some of his statements, they had to
admit, seemed quaint. ("Unfortunate is the child who develop;
within the influence of substan lard English. He not only forms
bad habits of- speech in dru. most impressionable years of his
childhood, but he also reinforces these bad habits by countless'
repetitions prior to the influence of school.") Sally and Marie'
recognized that for a large portion of the adults in their commu-
nity Pooley's 1946 attitudes were still operative. This gave them
the idea of working out an arrangement with the public library
for displays of special collections of books and articles. Some of
the owners of local storesincluding the book storeallowed the
use of their windows for occasional displays. One display featured
the word ain't: it showed that the word is "in the dictionary"
the venerable Oxford English Dictionary, as well as most modern
onesand that the word is unacceptable to some pe(.ple only for
sociai ma3ons, n(d.because of matters of clarity or grammar. The
display aff,0 directed the viewer's attention to materials at the
public library that !lather darify mattris of usage.
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Sally and Marie's method for changing language attitudes
capitalizes on curiosity and does not require meetings or an
initiating impulse from the community to be effective. Its advan-
tage; are simplicity and surprise. And with the cooperation of the
public librarian, follow-up information, while it does not reach
as many people as the display, is less *likely to stay buried and
relatively inaccessible.

For English teachers to expand their roles and to become
educators of the community obviouslrrequires time, which most
English teachers lack. It is clearly not possible to teach four or five

classes a day and also meeovith community groups. Therefore, we
propose that teachers begin helping administrators and school
boards to mthink the English teacher's role.

One argument might go as follows: A frequent target of com-
munity criticism is the reading and writing skills of students. This
criticism is often spurred by media accounts of widespread illit-
éracy, declining standardized test scores, and employer dissatisfac-
tion with employee languaim skills. Since this criticism is usually
based on slender evidence and misunderstandings about the nature
of language learning processes, the schools will be better able to
reply Convincingly and develop conditions for more effective
language learning if the community is better informed about
language. Furthennom. informing people about so complex a
subject is not simpll, a rovt.er of handing out a f>--It sheet or
holding one er two,pul)iir meetings; better community under-
standing-will come cris,- from a prolonged and carefully designed
series of educativ.e..urts.,Therefore; English teachers, as the best
q4alified spokespersons for language learning, need to be released
from some of their current teas.liing duties in classrooms to work
with segments of the community. Such use of teacher time is
much more than public relations work; it, binds school and com-
munity in a way that is at least as important akathletic, dramatic,
and musical performances.

If this argument is persuasive to the school board, funds may be
assigned specifically for several English teachers to work part-time
with the community throughout the year. It may also be possible
for the administration and school board to make a financial
arrangement with local businesses or industries to support this
work. To win the support of private executives, English teachers
will need both long-range arguments and immediate, specific plans.
The former can center on the widely accepted principle that a
healthy democratic community needs highly literate people and
that literacy is not acquired once and for all in public schools.
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The argument can also develop the idea that several American
corporations have begun to see their public service role in a much
more comprel.tnsive and integrated way; not only do they provide
products and services, make profits for stockholders, and pay
taxes, but they also ally themselves directly with community
agencies that help to make the community culturally and ecolog-
ically healthy. Language, it can be shown, plays a significant part
in preserving and improving this network of relationships.

At this point, we speculate about one access to the community
that English teachers have seldom if ever used. Could we use the
techniques and media of advertisers? Could we put a message
about language attitudes into the advertiser's mode? We might
begin by thinking along these lines: "I know what my message is.
How can I convey it simply, with appeals to the emotions or the
self-interest of the consumer, and with maximum memorability?"
The resulting idea might be sketched out like this:

A prevailing myth hu it that standard English is a clearly defin-
able set of correct pronunciations, grammatical structures, and
word choices. We want to refashion this myth into one that
acknowledges tbe variety within standard English, particularly in
its spoken forms. We will use the sixty-second television spot
announcement. Our central image, the equivalent of "standard,"
will be a suit of armor, an inflexible spine, a ruler, or a chest of
drawers with labels for its contents. A voice-over will equate that
image with "proper English." This image will then be super-
imposed on snatches of conversation spoken by several attractive
people, each of whom uses different "accents," grammatical
structures, and vocabulary levels. As each speaker appears and
speaks, the superimposed image explodes or blurs. If needed, the
voice-over concludes the sequence with a statement like, "Proper
Englisk has many forms."

Strange as such a technique may seem to English teachers, it
does acknowledge the affective, nonrational elements of myth. If
we limit our educational procedures to appeals of "fact" and
"logic," we are likely to ignore some of the most powerful shaping
forces and modes, of community instruction. This exercise in
thinking visually about ideas related to language can acquaint us
with the notion that there are new ways to gain access to the
public consciousness. With a few suLli ideas, teachers can go to a
local television station with the proposal that some public service
time be devtted to language. Details of scripting and production
would of course have to be left to the television specialists, but
teachers could offer advice on transforming the ideas into trans-
mittable images and words.
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Advertisers and advertising agencies might also respond pos-
itively to ideas about incorporating certain language themes in
their copy. For example, perhaps the idea that spelling and pro-
nunciation are supposed to correspond closely (e.g., gonna = going
to? hafta have to?) could be explored in a series of game-like
inserts in product advertising. (Breakfast cereal boxes would seem

41111111b. one obvious place.) Using some of the variants of phoneme-
grapheme relationships that have emerged from recent computer
analyses of English, the games could establish both the lack of
close fit and the idea that variation in spelling need not be a reason
for extreme discomfort or pejorative judgment. English teachers
could supply the appropriate linguistic information and sugges-
tion.s for the games to the advertisers and coulcturge them to place
the games On packaging materials Or even billboards.

In a similar vein, some companies, especially public utiliEes,
might agree to print brochures to include with their bills. "We all
speak dialects" Ls one possible theme for such an insert. The same
message, phrased with different vocabulary and syntactical choices,
could be presented with the overall reminder that each version is
acceptable for a particulas occasion and that no way is best for
all occasions.

Approaching a company with this Surt of auggeston could be a
good way to arouse the curiosity of the company staff. Surprised
that these English teachers don't conform to a stereotyped role,
staff members may want to sit down and discuss with the English
teacher-change agent these new ideas. Such a discussion might
lead to an exploration of policies about language that are current
within that company. What role do certain standards of language
have in the world of business? Are possibly archaic usages de-
manded in correspondence and reports? If the discussion reveals
that certain beliefs need reassessment in the light of recent lin-
guistic information, the English teacher could suggest a workshop
for company personnel. The company may be willing to pay for
the released time of the teacher to conduct the workshop, or the
teacher may be able to recommend someone to perform that
service. Though workshops would probably not be aimed at
immediate change in company policies regarding language, they
can raise significant questions. Again, role playing is one of the
best ways to introduce situations where judgments about language
choices are brought into play and where the purpose is to examine
The basis for judgment.

Several of the awarer ess strategies we have suggested, since they
put English teachers into direct contact with the community, can
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lead to advanced stages in the change processdeveloping more
intense interest, trial and evaluation, and adoptive/adaptive
change. Steve Bolton, a high school English teacher, found that his
church was a suitable place to achieve such focus. Working with
the staff person for adult activities, he was able to schedule a
series of consciousness-raising meetings. The invitations to church
members noted that many instances of social injustice are per-
petrated through language; bias based on sex or age, racial slurs,
and vocational exclusion stem from archaic beliefs about language.
Steve had collected numerous specific examples, which he shared
with the group during six sessions and to which he encouraged
group Members to react. The group included vocational coun-
selors, businesspeople, and others who worked with people from
many segments ,of society. As they scanned the various attitudei
implicit in these samples of linguistic behavior, they were able to
assess the effects of alternate behavior. Steve believed that several
of them were well on their way to adaptive change and would
probably 'Iecome positive influences on attitude in parts of that
community.

Steve's approach involved a pre-existing organizational structure
the church congregationbut ad hoc groups are also possible,
especially if they seem to offer something a little bit special. Sally

Atadellan_and Marie Steele followed up their bond with the public
library by helping to organize a noncredit class, "Victims of
Language," with the cooperation of the continuing education
division of a local college. Publicity for the class asserted that
most of us are unknowing victims of our own and others' lan-
guage, that we create unnecessary traps for ourselves, and that one
route to a happier and more productive life is to stop being a
victim of language. The class attracted twelve people who met
weekly with a library staff member who acted as coordinator and
discussion leader. Because of the tie with the college, the class had
the services of a college professor, one who ,knew that lectures
were not called for in that setting and who served as resource
person. With background in modem linguistics and psychology,
she was able to provide the group with examples of language
behavior and to encourage scanning. She qnd the discussion leader
were careful not to maker dogmatic assertions about the need to
change attitudes; instead, they persistently encouraged examina-
tion of apparent victimization of people in their jobs and other
social relationships. Negative examples related to responses like
"poor grammar," "lazy speech," and "sloppy use of the English
language" were interspersed with positive examples, many of
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which featured the ways we can and do play with language. (A
recent book by Don and Aileen Pace Nilsen, Language Play: An
Introduction to Linguistics, Newbury House, 1978, contains many
such examples in the form of activities for individuals and groups.)
These excunions into play helped to show that poetry and much
literature are ways of pushing out the frontiers of language, that
dialects reflect healthy diversity in language rather than decay,
and that each one of us, with our own idiolect, can contribute
something new and interesting. If the members of the class entered

as victims of language, they emerged as active appreciatoxs- of the

unexpectedly broad limits of language.
The preceding examples depict English teachers as agents of

change in communitiesnot the kind of agents who make head-
lines or are conspicuous leaders, but rather agents who are alert to
possible sources of influence. These sources often include existing
organizations and resources, used in new and imaginative ways.
As such teachers increase their own alertness to the changing
attitudes toward language, they become active-participants in the
changing of those attitudes that do so much to shape our culture.
"We have to keep on with the birthing process": the birthing of
healthier attitudes.

Notes
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&Me: TotaChet7P lounge in mid-May

Mots: I'm finishing off the year with a unit on mythshaving the kids look at
some of the relationships between myth and history.

Carlucci: Greek myths? I do them in my tenth grade literature class. Why are
you doing them too? Aren't history teachers supposed to be more interested
in facts?

Mots: It's not a quese on of either/orfacts or imagination. I'm trying to have
the kids examine differing accounts of how our cultural beliefs and traditions
developed. It seems like a good way to round off a year of world history
a synthesizer.

Schtits: That soands very interesting to me. What are some of the myths
you've used?

Mots: Well, we started with some Greek creation mythsHesiod mostlyand
of course the Genesis story.

Burr: Wow, that sounds risky. Will this community stand for calling Genesis
a nsyth?

'Mots: If anyone asks, I can explain that well enough. You see, I'm carefully
developing the idea that myths are not necessarily untrue. They don't have to
have empirical scientific backing to make them 'either credible or persuasive.

Brown: Oh? Tell me more. I believe science is the route to truth about the
physical world at least. I'm skeptical about claiming that a scientifically
validated cosmology theory is no better than a fanciful story about the
origins of the universe.

Mots: Precisely. You point to the main reason that the concept of myth is so
complicated and fascinating. Science presents its findingsits measurements,
Its verified hypotheses, and so onu truth. But it is an "objective truth,"
something separate from emotions, not obviously relevant to people's every-
day lives. Myth, though, goes beyond science and points out how natural
phenomena have a bearing on the people who hear the myth. Take the
Genesis myth: the notion that God created the world in six days has been
reassuring to millions of people throughout the ages. It made an often fright-
ening and hostile environment seem more comprehensible. It presented
a benevolent and omnipotent deity who created a habitat especially for
humans. Do you see how belief in that myth can be more reassuring and
satisfying than a "factual" scientific explanation, at least at some stages of
human evolution?

Schutz: Sure. That's "subjective truth." Very much a part of the literary
experience. Feelings and intuitions are another level of understanding beyond
the merely literal or factual. Joe, I'm delighted you're trying to get at that
through history.

Mots: Well, you know how hard I try to help the kids see that history is not
just a series of dates and dry accounts of battles and politics. I plan to end
this unit with a look xt John F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King. I hope
they'll see that recent historical facts have already become elements of myth
and that myth is more than fact.

Bun.: My God, Joe, you're flipping all kinds of switches in my mind. I'm
beginning to realize how compar my thinking has been. I've put



factual history into one slot, imaginative literature in another, everyday
language skills in another, and so on. The way you talk about myth suggests
connections among all these things.

Brown: I'm seeing that too, Frank. I'm afrAid I've assumed that science is thr
bedrock of truth about the world and that all other knowledge somehow has
to be grounded in it.
Motz: Don't mistake me, now. I'm not saying that science is antagonistic to
myth. As I said before, it's not either/or. But I do see science and history as
helping to build and modify myths. It's a constant but usually slow process of
revising myths so that they incorporate whatever seem to be facts with the
human need for a system of values and beliefs.

Schutz: So all this talk we've been having about language attitudes fits into
what you're saying about myth, doesn't it, Joe? We've been asking each other
what we believe about language standards and why we teach certain language
forms In our classes. And every time we've come up against the lack of any
absolute standard. We've been forced to see language as embedded in social
values.
Carlucci: Yes, I'll have to admit that even I can't be quite so sure as I was last
September that I always know what is "right" in language. Now that I've
tried to tell the rest of you some of my assumptions, I see how endless the
process is. Every assumption seems to be tied to another one. Unless I'm
justgoing to forget all this, I'll have to keep on questioning.

Mots: Isn't that one of the healthiest things we can do? The more immersed
in history I've become and the more I recognize people's need through the
ages for myths that both explain and satisfy, the more respect I have for
questioning. It constantly challenges the myths and helps us to modify them
so that they bettzt ulit our needs.
Brown: That sera,;d: me of what Gertrude Stein said near the end of her
life. She was summing up all she had learned about living. First she said,
"What are the answers?" No one could tell her. Then she said, "What are the
questions?" And she left it at that. We've ,got to try to figure out the right
questions to ask.
Schutz: It seems to me we've got a good start on asking the right questions
about language. Let's all try to get the same planning period next year. We've
got a lot more talking to do.

7
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65. Between you and I, she drinks
heavily.

81

(Originally published in W. H. Mittins, Mary Sa lu, Mary Edminson, and Sheila
Coyne, Attitudss to English Usage. London: Oxford University Press, 1970)
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Current Usage in Grammar
(as ranked by linguists)

Sterling A. Leonard

Established Usages
1. A Tale of Two Cities is an historical novel.
2. It was th*t broke the vase, father.
3. Why pursue a vain hope?
4. One - .* :rjoys one's luncheon when one is tired.
5. The invaud was able partially to raise his body.
6. It behooves them to take action at once.

. -1-oter-uo-ar-r-nca.-
8. in mu connection, I should add . . .
9. This is a man . . . I used to know. (Omitted relative.)

10. You had better stop that foolishness.
11. Each person should of court . bear his or her share of the expense.
1. Galileo discovered that the earth moved.
13. This hat is not so large u mine.
14. My position in the company was satisfactory from every point of view.
15. He toils to the end that he may arms wealth.
16. In the case of students who elect an extra subject, an additional fee is

charged.
17. The defendant's case was hurt by this admission.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

I for one hope he will be there.
This is the chapter whose contents cause most discuss;on.
Under these circumstances I will concede the point.
I have no prejudices, and that is the cause of my unpopularity.
You may ask whomsoever you please.
The honest person is to be applauded.
He stood in front of the class to speak.
This much is certain.
He did not do as well as we expected.
We got home at three o'clock.
He has no fear; nothing can confuse him.
There is a large works near the bridge.
As regards the League, let me say ...
"You just had a telephone call." "Did they leave any message?"

11 attacked by one of those huge police dogs.
The women were all dressed up.
This was the reason why he went home.

qok is valueless, that one has more to recommend it. (Comma
splice.)

36. Take two cups of flour.
37. None of them are here.

8 (1
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38. I diove the car around the block.
39. He doesn't do it the way I do.
40. The New York climate is healthiest in fall.
41. I felt I coul4 walk no further.
42. One is not/it to vote at the age of eighteen.
43. Our catch was pretty good.
44. We have made some progress along these lines.

45. The catchcr stands back of the home plate.
My colleagues and I shall be glad to help you.

47. I went immediately into the banquet room, which was, I found later, a
technical error.

48. That will be all right_you may_be sure.
49. We will try and get it.
50. We cannot d;scover from whence this rumor emanates.
51. I can hardly stand him.
52. Jane was home all last week.
53. I'd like to make a correction.
54. I've absolutely got to go.
55. We can expect the commission to at least protect our interests.
56. That's a dangerous curve; you'd.better go slow.
5:7. There arc some nice people here.

58. Win you be at the Browns' this evening?
59. Have you fixed the fire for the night?
60. I don't know if I can.
61. /n hopes of seeing you, I asked ...
62. It laysi the book that ...
63. If it was1.1 for food- all, school life would be dull.
64. His attack on my motives made me peevish.
65. We taxied to the station to catch the train.
66. We only had one left. -

67. My viewpoint on this is that we ought to make concessions.
68. Factories were mostly closed on election day.
69. He moves mighty quick on a tennis court.
70. He stopped to price some flowers.
71. He worked with much snap.
.72. This room is awfully cold.
73. It is me.
74. Who are you looking for?

' 75. A treaty was concluded between the four powers.
76. You had to have property to vote, in the eighteenth century.
77. The,kind of apples you mean are large and sour.
78. I have a heap of work to do.
79. I felt badly about his death.

Hi
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80. The real reason he failed was because he tried to do too much.
81. Invite whoever you like to the party.
82. Drive slow down that hill!
83. Harry was a little shaver about this tali.
84. I didn't speak to my uncle by long distance; I couldn't get through.

85. They had numerous strikes in England.

86. I will go, providiary931 keep away.
87. I haveget my own opinion on that.
88. He made a date for next week.
89. My father walked very slow down the street.

90. There was a bed, a dresser, and two chairs in the r6om.

91. They invited my friendi and myself.
92. -It is now pkiin-and-eriden twhy-he -left.
93. I wish I was wonderful.
94. I've no doubt but what he will come.
95. What was the reason for Bennett making that disturbance?

96. Can I be excused from this class?
97. Haven't you got through yet?
98. Everyone was here, but they all went home early.

99. He loaned me his skates. .

100. My folks sent me a check.
101. He came around four o'clock.
102. If it had been us, wc would admit it.

103. They went way around by the orchard road.
104. The banker loaned me $200 at 6%.
105: Pikes Peak is in Colorado.
106. The sailors laid out along the yards.
107. Is your insurance sufficient coverage for your,house?

Disputable Usages

108. That clock must be fixed.
109. My contention has been proven many times.

110. Sam, who was then in town, was with me the three or four first days.

111. One rarely likes to do as he is told.
112. He never works evenings or Sundays.
113. They have gotten a new car this year.
114, The Rock Island depot burned down last night.

115. Sitiing in ba0; ofjohn, he said, "Now guess what I have."

116. I took it to be they.
117. 1 guess I'll go to lunrh.
113. 1k went right home and told his father.
119. He could write as well or bettc, than I.

120. 1 expect he knows his subject.
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123.; 1 .:-an't Prant.to get Olio+ po,ibte oleo
122. 1 Vii.V patty mad about t.
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124, You sit airy than enr.
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127. 1 know it to be j.ke,
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130. Neither of your lemony ove 4,titt
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131 . Woll you go? Site e,
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163. That stock i ...Act collapse !eft me bued.
164. Neithar author nor publishev are subject to censw I p.

165. Yes, ourplan worked just fine.

166. The fire captain with his loyal men were cheered.

167. Don't get these kind of gloves.

168. The British look at this differently than we du.

169. Most anybody can do that.
170. It is liable to snow tonignt.
171. They went in search for ttw missing cond.

172. I suppose I'm wrong, ain't I?
173. John was raised by .his aunt.
174. Marthiedon't sew as well as sh ; uted to.

175,, He most always does what h's.wife tells him..

176. It sttre was good to v...ee Uncle Chides.
177. My experience on the farm helped me some, of course.

178. les real cold today.
179. His presence was valueless not only, but a hindrance as well.

180. We ion% of:en see suiscts lake they have in sh.: tropics.

181. i am older than him.
182.,4She leaped off of the noving car.
183. She sung very well.
184. It is only a little ways farther.
185. ft looked like they meant business.
186. Do it like he tells you.
,187. The child was weak,.due to improper feeding.

Uncultivated or Illiterate Usages

188. John had awoken much earlier than usual.

189. I haven't hardly any money.
190. The engine was hitting gond this morn" g.
191. The dessert was made with whip cream,
192. Now just where are we at?
193. The kitten mews whenever it wants in.

194. A woman whom I know was my friend ,poke next.

195. He drunk too much kc water,.
196. Reverend Jones will preach.

197. All came except she,

198. Th ;')arty who wroic that was a st.nolar.

199. My Uncle John, he told me a story.
200. fie ber,.. 4o make excuses.
201. 1 cakutate tu go soon.
202. This is all the further I an read.

203. That ain't pi.
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, 204. The data is often inaccurate.
He looked at me and says . . .

206. I must go and lay down.
207. Ain't that just like a man?

_

208. Both leaves of the drawbridge raise at once.
209. The people which were here have all lone.
210. I have drank all my milk.
211. That there rooster is a fighter.
212. The old poodle was to no seme agreeable.
213. One of my brothe,. were helping me.
214. I enjoy wandering among a library.
215. A light complected girl paued.
216. I want foe you to come at once.
217. He won't leave me come in.
218. There was a orange in the dish.
219. It wu dark when he come in.
220. You wu: mistaken about that,Iohn.
221. I wish he hadn't of come. ,

222. Hadn't you ought to ask ycur nglther?
223. My cold wa'nt any better next day.
224. If John had of come, I needn't have.
225. I had hardly laid down again when the phone rang.
226. He did noble.
227. Somebody run put just as I opened the doer.
%28. Just set down and rest awhile.
2 . The neighbors took turns setting up with him,
230\ They swang their partners in the reel. :

(Originally publishecilo Albert H. garckwardt anciFted G. Walcottjacts
About Current English Usage. New Yolk: 1 pleton-Century, 1938.)
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But it doesn't mtan amoral tO me. Does it to anyone?

(Originally published in Jim Quinn's "Plain English," Wa3.hington Post Mag-
azirte (December 11, 1977), pp. 14-16, 34-36.)
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Language Inquiry

Ellen A. Frogner

Part I

Directions
Check the column that most nearly represents your response to each of the
statements that follow. Wherever the question concerns usage, consider the
statement in relation tc American English unless otherwise.specified.

1 Agreedefinite agreement (complete or nearly so)
2 .. Moderately agreeagreement with reservatic.ns
3 at No opinionno opinion either way and therefore the response might

be described as neutral
4 Disagreedefinite disagreement (complete or clearly so)

Be sure to circle only one of the choices for each statement.

Statc*nts
1. Teichers should insist on formal English in the clusroom, both in,.

speaking and writing. ( 1 2 3 4 )
2. The signs saying Drive Slow should be corrected to read Drive Slowly.

( 1 2 3 4 )
3. A native speaker of English has an operational knowledge of his lan-

guage without instruction in it. ( 1 2 3 -4 )
4; Linguists now know the charatteristics that the English language should

have. ( 1 2 3 4 )
5. A college student made the following comment to his friend: If the

time was longer between quarters, rd go down to Florida or some-
where. He sbould have used were instead of was in the if clause. ( 1 2

'3 4 )
6. Verbless sentences are frequently effective in descriptive writing. ( 1

2 3 4 )
7. The speakers of Chinese -and English use' some of the same methods-to-

signal meaning. ( 1 2 S 4 )
8. An outline written according to a standard form is a prerequisite to the

successful writing of an essay. ( 1 2 3 4 )
9. One looks in vain for order in English spelling. ( 1 2 3 4 )

10. The illogical sequence in a sentence like She drove back and forth every
day is confusing even to many' r Ave users of English. ( 1 2 3 4 )

11. People who speak differently from the majority follow some pattern of
regularity In the English language. ( 1 2 3 4 )

12. It is only within the last ten years that there has been any questioning
of the classifications found in traditional grammar. ( 1 2 3 4 )

13. A student who thinks independently would be skeptical about the
common textbook Jefinition A noun is a word that names. ( 1 2-3--
4

14. Even though It 's me is accepted in informal English, the expression It is.
/ is leally i;ght. ( 1 2 3 4 )

8
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15. The use of words like terrific apd O.K. for approval is sometimes in
good taste. ( 1 2 3 4 )

16. Meanings of words are based on consent (acceptance) within a speech
community. ( 1 2 3 4 )

17. A redundantexpression cannot be standard usage. ( 1 2 3 4 )
18. The structure of German is more like that of English than the structure

of Latin is. ( 1 2 3 4 )
19. The words linguistics and grammar are synonyms. ( ,1 2 3 4 )
20. Since silly once had the more elevated meaning of happy, it has degen-

erated as a word. ( 1 2 3 4 )
21. Standard English allows for no choler in language furms. ( 1 2 3 4 )
22. The child's development in the use of language during the preschool

years provides clues for methods to be used in the English classroom.
( 1 2 3 4 )

23. As soon as we take present-day usage for a guide in determining what is
acceptable English, we break down all standards. ( 1 2 3 4 )

24. Linguists look upon their work as that of controlling the language, of
keeping it within bounds. ( 1 2 3 4 )

25. .If twentieth-century standards in language were higher, there would be
no instances of divided usage in pronunciation. ( 1 2 3 4 )

26. Adherence to the conventioi.s of spelling can easily be overestimated as
a characteristic of a good composition. ( 1 2 3 4 )

27. The usual composition textbook is a sound guide to facts about English
usage. ( 1 2 3 4 ) 4

28. The use of word order as a way to show meaning has developed in
English grammar mainly since Shakespeare's time. ( 1 2 3 4 )

29. The English language is more a product of historical accident than it is
of the efforts of the grammarians, lexicographers, or critics who have
wanted to shape it. ( i 2 3 4 )

30. Students should be taught that they must place a comma after every
introductory clause or phrase coming before the subject of a sentence.
( 1 2 3 4 )

31. To most people He's not going nowhrre means that the person spoken
about is going somewhere. ( 1 2 3 4 )

32. The English language is limited mainly to shall and will for expressing
future time. ( 1 2 3 4 )

33. Modern dictionary editors base definitions on context. ( 1 2 3 4 )
34. The spelling aesthetic should be used because it reflects the origin of

the word better than does the spelling esthetic. ( 1 2 3 4 )
35. Good writing is recorded speaking. ( 1 2 3 4 )
36. Students should be discouraged from using the inductive method in the

development of an essay. ( 1 2 3 4 )
37. What happened in the English language in the past has little relationship

to what is happening now. ( 1 2 3 4 )
38. Drill in conjugating English verbs is of little consequence to the native

speaker. ( 1 2 3 4 )
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39. In giving a talk on tennis, a high school student in southern Illinois used
the pronunciation tinnis. He was told that regional pronunciations
would not be accepted in the English class. More teachers should use
the same method. ( 1 2 3 4 )

40. Whoever learns a language learns an alphabet. ( 1 2 3 4 )
41. Wage, not redundancy, makes this here a nonstandard (substandard)

expression in English. ( 1 2 3 4 )s
42. Because of the preposition at the end, the following sentence is not

accepted as standard English: The young.man now had something to
work for. ( 1 2 3 4 )

43. A drama group in the Middle West used the spelling theater in the name
of their organization. They should have used theatre because it is a
better spelling. ( 1 2 3 4 )

44. The more rules of language an individual can state, the better speaker or
writer he will be. ( 1 2 3 4 )'

45. Since the k in knowledge is not pronounced, we should promote reform
in spelling by omitting this letter in our own writing. ( 1 1 3 4 )

46. Today we make constant use of words derived from the native stock
brought to England from the continent at the beginning of the Old
English period. ( 1 2 3 4 )

47. In English classes, a study of pronouns in the objective case should be
preceded by a study of nouns in the objective case. ( 1 2 3 4 )

48. A college senior made the statement: "I am going to student i each next
quarter." The expression to student-teach represents a process made use
of mainly in college campus English.. ( 1 2 3 4 )

49. Standards in English are relative, not absolute. ( 1 2 3 4 )

50. English that is free of idiom is English well used. ( 1 2 3 4 )
51. It is normal for people to have a strong attachment for the language

they use. ( 1 2 3 4 )
52. The bigger the words used, the more effective the expression. ( 1 2 3

4 )
53. The rule Two or more singular subjects connectrd by "and" require a

plural verb does not always aPply in standard English. ( 1 2 3 4 )
54. Because there is afready so little grammatical inflection left in English,

teachers should support the use of the inflected form rather than the
phrase to state the genitive (possessive). The expression the course's
value would then be preferable to the value of the course. ( 1 2 3

4
55. Twentieth-century standards of scholarship in dictionary compiling and

editing are low as compared with those of the eighteenth century.
( 1 2 3 4 )

56. It is up to English teachers to see that our language does not change.
( 1 2 3 4 )

57. To say that an expression is colloquial is to .0 that it is not entirely
acceptable. ( 1 2 3 4 )

58. Every speaker of English uses at least one dialect, often more than one.
( 1 2 3 4 )
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59. Written English is the foundation on which spoken English rests.
( 1 2 3 4 )

60. The following sentence represents standard English usage: A financial
arrangement was worked out between the chorus, band, and orchestra.
( 1 2 3 4 )

61. Standard American English is a group of dialects within American
English. ( 1 2 3 4 )

62. A study of English grammar should be coneerned with relationships
between sentences as well as within sentences. ( 1 2 3 4 )

63. The title "It Makes a Difference" needs to be re-stated because the
pronoun has no antecedent. ( 1 2 3 4 )

64. Change in language is normal, but so also is continuity. ( 1 2 3 4 )
65. Grammatical rules stated in textbooks and handbooks determine what

is accepted English and what is not accepted. ( 1 2 3 4 )
66. Splitting the infmitive may someEmes enable the writer to express his

ideas with greater clarity and force than otherwise. ( 1 2 3 4 )
67. In teaching students how to write a letter of application, a teacher said,

"Don't talk down to the person who will read your letter. Don't, then,
use many one-syllable words." This was sound advice. ( 1 2 3 4 )

68. Students in American high schools should be informed that the pronun-
ciation pro-cess is preferable to prO-cess. ( 1 2 3 4 )

69. A person should be criticized for the use of if instead of whether in a
sentence like./71 see sf there is a tape recorder in the room. ( 1 2 3
4 ).

70. Punctuation may conform to the customary rules and yet be stylis-
tically poor. ( 1 2 3 4 )

71. A teacher told his students that Latin is a better language than English.
He Was accurate in his statement. ( 1 2 3 4 )

72. An individual may acquire an intuitive mastery of the form and order
of English. ( 1 2 3 4 )

73. Current activity in the area of grammatical theory and method reflects
a confidence that the right answers have now been found. ( 1 2 3 4 )

74. For most people, the patterns of the native language are largely estab-
lished during the preschool years. ( 1 2 3 4 )

75. In directing a Shakespearean play, a college dramatics coach in the
Kentucky foothills insisted that the studcat; substitute twentieth-
centurrplatform English prinunciition for their regional dialect forms.
He should be compliment2d for taking this stand. ( 1 2 ,3 4 )

76. Contractions are inappropriate in any form of written English.; ( 1 23 4 )
77. The following sentence is being analyzed: John will look up the current

yalue of the English pound. It seems sensible to consider will look up
as the verb; however it is not correct to do so, since up has to be either
an adverb or a preposition. ( 1 2 3 4 )

78. Comma-splice sentences (independent clauses or main statements with
just a comma between) have justifiable uses. ( I 2 3 4 )

79. We should have an American Academy to regulate our language. ( 1 2
3 4 )

n
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80. A child who asks permission by saying Can I go too? should not have

his English corrected by being told to say May I go too? ( I 2 3 4 )
81. Proficiency in speaking depends on proficiency in writing. ( I 2 3

4 )
82. The pronunciation used in the Middle West is not as good as that used

in the East. ( I 2 3 4 )
83. The forms used in nonstandard English are a degeneration of the forr.4

used in standard English. ( 1 2 3 4 )
84. Language that aims to arouse emotion should be distrusted per se.

( 1 2 3 4 )
83. Statements (a) and (b) are at different levels of abstraction; (a) I gave

her the book this morning. (b) Her is the indirect object, and book is
the direct object. ( 1 2 3 4 )

86. Metaphors are used mainly in literary English. ( 1 2 3 4 )
87. There is more than one variety of accepted English usage. ( 1 2 3 4 )

88. Any essays except the most informal must be written from the third
person objective point of view. ( 1 2 3 4 )

89. Finding the elements of which a sntence is composedprimary,
secondary, and tertiaryis a method that has appeared within the lut
decade. ( 1 2 3 4 )

90. A person cannot use sentences until he can describe (talk about)
subjects and predicates. ( I 2 3 4 )

91. The word number is singular in form but may be either singular or
plural in thought. ( 1 2 3 4 )

92. A teacher should drill strenuously on Whom do you mean as the
correct form. ( 1 2 3 4 )

93. In using language, we are abstracting experience. ( 1 2 3 4 )
94. A description of a grammatical system must ni be identified as being

the system itself. ( 1 2 3 4 )
95. A truly cultivated person will pronounce the word either as i-ther

(not 1-ther). ( 1 2 3 4 )
96. In writing a summary of a story, a student hu just finished explaining

what the life of the main character has been like. The student then
goes on: "But now there is nothing for Larry to look forward to
except a nice-paying office job and invitations to the right parties."
The writer was wrong in beginning a sentence with but. ( 1 2 3 4 )

97. The following sentence is quoted from a book review written in an
English class: "Paula doesn't want Smithy to join the crowd of com-
promisers and money makers." The sentence should be corrected for
the use of a contraction. ( 1 2 3 4 )

98. Change m language is inevitable. ( 1 2 3 4 )
99. The etymology of a word determines whether or not it is accepted as

standard English. ( 1 2 3 4 1
100. The process of learning a language differs from the process of learning

historical facts. ( 1 2 3 4 )
(Originally published in Ellen A. Frogner's Using the Language Inquiry 4xs a

Teaching Device. Washington, D.C.: Bureau of Research, Office of Education,
U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1969.)
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For each sentence check A if you agree with the sentence and D if you
disagree with it.

A _D I. It would be good to have an international language.A I) 2. All languages are similar in some important ways. ;

A D 3. Englbh is more closely related to German than t6 French.
_A _D 4. Languages in Africa, and American Indian languages, ue

often primitive and simple in stucture.
A D 5. You can frequently tell if someone is an American, a

Frenchman, an Italian, etc., just by the way he gestures
when talking.

A D 6. The pronunciation of educated Blacks usually cannot be
distinguished from that of educated Whites.

A _D 7. It is better for a language (such as 'English) to make up new
words when they are ntedee than to borrow words from
other languages.

A D 8. Adults have difficult; learning foreign languages because
their vocal mechanisms bccome frozen into the positions of
their native language.

A D 9. Few people from lower-tlass homes can speak correct
English without slang.

A D 10. Children who are three or four years old can learn two lan-
guages at a time without confusion.

A D 11. Many different kinds of animals (for instance birch, wolves,
monkeys) have languages of their own similar in structurt,
grammar, and function to human languages._A D 12. It your pronunciation of a word is different from the one
the dictionary gives, this may be because the dictionary
fails to reflect modern popular usage.

A D 13. The only effective way to teach American Indian children
the English language is to prevent them from speaking
their native language while in Khool.

A _D 14. Having learned Latin will not necessarily help you in learn-
ing another language.

A _D 15. Black speech is not Black persons' main handicap in getting
good jobs or achieving social acceptance._ A D 16. Someone can learn how to speak correctly without ever
studying grammarin school.

A D 17. The words piece and peace are spelled differently because
they are pronounced a little differently.

....... A D 18. The best way to teach foreign languages is to start when
children first come to school.

.A D 19. Computers have not been successful in translating books or
articles from Russian to English.
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_D 20. One of the main problem' of Spanish-Americans trying to
learn English is that they tend to run their words together
instead of pronouncing e"rh word distinctly.

--A _1) 21. People from the South and West should try to talk like
people from the Midwest and the East, instead of with an
ac cen t.

D 22. Many stutterers can be helped if someone will remind them
frequently speak more slowly.

A D 23. Children who are punished for talking in aduit company
will nevertheless be able to learn language without dif-
ficulty.

A D 24. Most bilinguals (people who grow up learning two lan-
guages) cannot speak either language really well, and so
are often not as intelligent as people who speak only one
language.

A 25. Even Ss children, Americans are less gifted at learning
fore:gn languages than people in other countries.

A 26. The language of Blacks in America is very similar to that of
Whites, and therefore Black children do not need to be
taught English as though it were a foreign languaoe.

A D 27. If a German baby is raised by an American family in the
United States, he will speak English without any trace of a
German accent.

A D 28. Some languages are so primitive that they cannot express
every concept they need, so that their speakers are forced
to fill in with grunts and gestures.

A D 29. To learn a foreign language, you need only have a good
complete dictionary.

_A D 30. Somc African languages can be "spoken" by drum signals.

A D 31. Most Blacks speak English poorly because it is too complex
a langut_ge for them to maater fully.

A D 32. Children who speak a foreign language at home with their
parents may still learn to speak English without a foreign
accent.

_A _D 33. English is no easier to learn than other languages and so
woula have no particular advantage as an international
language.

A D 34. Modern popular songs, especially rock songs, reflect the
decay of the English language.

A D 35. No dog, cat or other house pet can ur dostand everything
that is said to it.

_ A _1) 36. Tilt. speech of Blacks sounds different from that of Whites
because Black speech has a higher percent of slang in it.

_ _D 37. Forcing a left-handed child to become right-handed will not
make him stutter.

__ _D 38. English spelling bears almost no relationship to the spoken
language and so should be simplified.

A _.D 39. In some languages a noun may not be best defined as "the
name of a person, place, or thing."
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40. A British or New York accent is generally a sign of snob-
6ishness or arrogance.

41. Disadvantaged or culturally deprived children usually do
not speak English well enough to succeed at school or to
form abstract thoughts.

42. Foreigners who live for many years in thc United States
without learning English are showing that they do not
really like this country.

43. Both Blacks and' Whites use slang for the same reasons:
sometimes for fun, and sometimes to prevent others from
understanding what they are saying.

44. Most well-educated people usually speak in complete
sentences.

45. The English language has hardly changed at all, except
perhaps for spelling, since it began.

46. Carrying on conversations with infants who have not yet
begun to speak, and talking to them a lot, oten confuses
them and is bad for their language development.

47. Learning a foreign language, especially Latin, improves and
disciplines the mind.

48. American children can learn to speak English well without
ever studying it in school.

49. The fact thii. tome Black people's lips are shai;ed somewhat
differently from those of White people has no effect upon
differences between the sounds of Black and White speech.

50. Adults can rarely learn to speak a foreign language like
native speakers.

51. People who put long pauses between their words when they
speak are trying to hide some of their true thonghts.

52. Some animals occasiomdly communicate by mental telep-
athy.

,53. There are many unwritten languages in the world.

54. American Indians have 4reat difficulty learning English
brrav-e their own language and culture are so much less
complice.afd.
1.11Ack children should he taught Standard English (for
!..rt stanc==, ;he kind spoken on the raciio or TV) instead of
`4eilig allowed to go on ui.,eaking Black English.

36. reason that many immigrants cannot seem to lose their
foreign accents is that ficir verbal abilities are not equal to

of most Americeta
l. en'a language m n permanently harmed if they

ITae cv.mic hoo,zs or ehe.w popular novels.

58. :'01.e,.ts ttvially do not v.:tett to seek help for children who
are sk vi in learning t talk or who mispronounce many
worth, %ince children often behave in these ways just
to gain attention 2ind will outgrow such behavior if it is
:gnortd.
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A _D
A 60. It takes children no longer to learn to speak langges such

as Russian or Chinese than it takes them to le English.

_A _D 61. Everyone should study a foreign language, at least for a
Ilion while.

A _D 62. The main reason Blacks sometiltes do not pronounce all
the sounds in a word is that they lack the initiative or drive
to learn correct Englishs

--A _.-D 63. Children art able to begin learning to read when they are
very young, even as young as two or three, and this will
benefit their language development.

_A --D 64. People who say "uh" or "mm" a lot art probably nervous
or upset.

-__ A -__D 65. It is better to learn a foreign language from someone who is
a native speaker of the language (that is, grew up in the
country where it is spoken and spoke the language all his
life) than from an American.

__A I) 66. The language of Black children shows that they have such
important concepts as put tense, plural, future, and how to
ask questions properly.

_A _D 67. People who prefer using slang may be able to use correct
English equally as well when the occasion demands it.

--A --D 68. An adult for-ilier le.arning English, or an adult American
learning a foreign language, will probably always have a
foreign accent in the new language unless he spends many
years in the country where it is spoken.

_A 69. The words often and coffin really rhyme, even though
often has a "t" in it.

.._- A .._D 70. Porpoises (dolphins) can Understand human speech.

71. All Americans should learn general standard Enalish in
school, instead of speaking some dialect of English.

If a Black baby is raised by a White family in a White
neighborhood, his speech will nevertheleu sound very
different from the speech of Whites.

59. Studying grammar in school is of great practical value.

_A _D

A ..D 72.

_D 73. It is a good practice to try to write the way you speak.

A _D 74. It is not essential for Americans to learn foreign languages,

since by now most people in other countries have learned
to speak and understand English.

75. Babies have their own language before they learn to speak a
regular language, and they can all communicate with each

other.
A _D 76. English does not come from Latin.

_A D 77. It is pouible for a child to learn language and understand it
perfectly even though he never seems to talk at all.

ri 5
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_A _D 78. Thr more highly organized and civilized a culture is, the
more likely it is to have simplified its language to make it
more efficient.

79. Spanish-Americans have difficulty !earning English because
they speak their own language so rapidly.

A _D 80. The rhythm of Black language reflects Black people's
natural love of and ability in music.

_A _D 81. If a Chinese baby is raised by an American family, he will
still tend to speak Chinese.

A _D 82. School integration has not been a bad influe on the
language of White middle-class children in America.

_A _D 83. The Chinese have good reasons which are not political for
refusing to adopt the English alphabet in writing their
language.

A _D 84. In some languages, men and women speak so differently
that they cannot understand each other or communicate
at all.

_A _D 85. It is incorrect or substandard English to pronounce the
word says as though it were written "sez."

A _D 86. If Blacks would pronounce their words more clearly, they
would have far less difficulty getting along with Whites.

_A 87. The speech of people in isolated mountain areas of America
is actually the English of Shakespeare's time.

_A D 88. Adults whose language has been impaired through brain
injury have much more difficulty relearning language than
young children with similar injtaies.

_A _D 89. People who speak with a foreign accent can never be con-
sidered truly American.

_A _D 90. Babies can usually understand speech even before they can
speak themselves.

/ A D 91. The fnd of English spoken by BlaCk children does not in
itself andicap them in learning to read.

_A D 92. People who use a great many long words when talking are
generally trying to show everyone how intelligent they
think they are.

A _D 93. There is no evidenc that television has a had effect on
chhdren's language.

A D 94. Thc harsh, guttural sounds of German provide an insight
into the German character.

A D 95. Children do not need formal instruction in foreign lan-
guagei or in English, since they learn to speak just by
listening to other people talking.

_A _D 96. Black language and White language arc both about equally
creative and expressive.
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A _D 97. A large number of American children and adultb can hardly
read at all.

A _D 98. Children wio speak a foreign language at home and English
- at school become confused and do poorly at their studies.

A _D 99. Deaf children should not be permitted to learn a sign
-- language, since this prevents their thoughts from developing

'fully and impairs abstract communication.
A _D 100. Children vdto start to 'speak somewhat lair may be just u

intelligent as those who start to speak earlier.
A _.D 101. American children learn English, French children learn

French, and so 'on, because they are born with a tendency
to learn their own particular language.

A 102. Many parrots and parakeets can speak and understand
EngLsh, and carry on conversations.

A - 103. Any foreigner who lives more than ten years in the United
States without learning English should be sent back to his
nuive country.

A _D 104. Most Mack children can easily understand the language of
White teachers in schooL

_A D 105. Since all Americsn Indians speak closely related languages,
they can always communicate with each other.

...A D 06. The Eskimo language has hundreds of different words for
umove.

_A D 107. More schools slould have bilingual education programs for
Spanish-speaking children.

.A 108. Most people with heavy Southern accents art relatively
uneducated and often quite prejudiced.

A _D 109. Some chimpanzees (apes) have been taught sign language or
other forms of communication which they have learned
with the same ease and fluency as a human child does.

_A _D 110. A child who seems unable to learn to read is probably
either somewhat retarded or in need of firmer discipline.

_A _D 111. A hearing child who is raised by deaf parents will,usually
pick up spoken language easily from his Mends and teach-
ers.

_D 112. A child who is spoiled by his parents and has all his needs
met without having to ask for things will probably not learn
language until late in his development.

_A _D 113. A Japanese baby raised by an American family in the
United States will learn English , but somewhat more slowly
than an American infant would.

A _D 114. Language delay in children is most often caused by factors
other than mental retardation.

115. Working-class and uneducated persons speak differently in
different social settings, whereas the educated middle-class
person tends to speak in about the same way all the time.

7
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116. Very few utterances made', by children are imitations of
sentences they have heard adults speak.

117. Minority dialects in America generally show a lack of logic
and poor organization of thoughts on the part of their
speakers, as demonstrated by s, their frequent grammatical
errors.
The sign language used by many deaf children and adults
has no grammar, and is just a series of gestures standing for
concrete objects.
Children who stutter or have z !Wing difficulties need to be
taught better coordination, through such rieL'uois u
instruction in crawling and walking, and use of the right
hand in eating.

A 120. A child with a language or hearing imoblem can benefit
from language therapy even before he is of school age.

A D 118.

.. A D 119.

(Originally English Journal 67 (March. 1978): 33-38.)
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T3yler'e Lamour Attitude Scale
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*Mat RefOVED D1T TO COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIO;

with Standard English.

(Originally published in Orlando Taylor, "Teachers' A ttitides toward Black
and Nonstandard English u Measured by the Language Attitude Scale," in
Language Attitudes: Current ?)Inds and Prospects, edited by Roger W. Shuy
and Ralph W. Fasold. Washington, D.C.: Georgetown University Press, 1973.)
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This bibliography limits itself to comprehensive texts which do
not demand a specialized background in linguistics, texts which
seem likely to be useful to English teachers.

Dialectical Differences

Bailey, Richard W., and Robinson, Jay L., eds. Varieties of Present-Day
English. New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., 1973.

This . collection from several writers focuses first on varieties of
Eng)isis as they are spoken outside the United States, moves to
the social dialects used within the United States, and concludes
with attention to English in the classroom.

Clark, Virginia P.; Escht ols, Paul A.; and Rosa, Alfred F., eds. Language:
Introductory Readings. 2d ed. No- York: St. Martin's Press, 1977.

Although there it some overlapi..ing and duplication in purpose
and content between this collection asid those by Bailey and
Robinson, and Williamson and Burke, the scope is 1. oader. The
reader can see sociolinguistic information and issues set iii a
context of other ways of studying language. Little of the material
coWd be used directly in classrooms below college level, but
secondary teachers could draw upon several articles for curric-
ulum and activities.

Reed, Caffoll E. Dialects of American English. Rev. ed. Amherst: The Univer-
sity of Massachusetts Press, 1977.

In his introduction to this book, Raven I. McDavid, Jr. asserts
that it is "a good first book for any reader who has just become
aware of dialect variations." The information is scholarly; it is
co. weedy presented; and the style is lucid.

"Students' Right to Their Own Language." College Composition and Commu-
nication (special issue), Fall 1974.

In support of a resolution passed by constituent groups within
NCT'E, this pamphlet delineates underlying linguistic and ped-
agogical issues and offers in elaboration of these issues a 129-item
annotated bibliography.

Williamson, Juanita V., and Burke, Virginia M., eds. A Various Language: Per-
spectives on American Dialects. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1971.

Containing more scholarly papers than the Bailey and Robinson
volume, this collection provides much factual and interpretive
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information about the dialects of English in America. The infor-
mation might occasionally be directly useable in clusrooms
below college level, but its principal value is for boa-ground
about methods of dialect study and about specific features of
certain dialects.

Linguistics for the Layperson

Greenberg, Joseph H. A New Invitation to Linguistic& New York: Anchor
Books, 1977.

In this short book, the former president of the Linguistic Society
of America explains some of the bask problems and concepts
involved in the study of language, including both the code prop-
erties of human language and language in Its social and cultural
context.

Hall, Robert A. Linguistics and Your Language. 2d rev. ed. New York:
Anchor Books, 1960.

A linguist addresses a general audience in langune that is not
highly technical. He shows what the science of linguistics is and

_ tries to reassure a reader who is assumed to be worried about
"Incorrect," "ungrammatical," and "corrupted" language.

Spelling: Principle and Variety

Emery, Donald W. Variant Spellings in Modern Ameriian Dictionaries. Rev.
ed. Urbana, National Council of Teachers of English, 1973.

Based on page-by-page analysis and comparison of five widely
used contemporary cfictionaries, this monograph lists variant
spellings fot about 2400 words. It provides evidence that no
single authority for "correct" spelling exists for many words.

Hall, Robert A. Sound end Spelling in English. New York: Chilton Books,
1961.

After a compressed discussion of the linguistic terminology and
principles involved in discerning sound and spelling relationthips,
the monograph suggests a "rational approach" to the learning of
spelling.

c !Ling Material

Frogner, Ellen A. Using the Language Inquiry as a Teaching Device. Washing-
ton, D.C.: Bureau of Research, Office of Education, U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, 1969.

The Language Inquiry included in the Appendix of this book I.
contained in this pamphlet. In addition, the responses of ten
linguists to each item are tallied, and there are suggestions for
comparing these with the responses of students and teachers in
follow-up activities.

Hess, Karen; Maxwell, John C.; and Long, Barbara K. Dialects and Dialect
Learning. Urbana, Ill.: National Council of Teachers of English, 1974.
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An inservice kit comprised of booklets, tape calsettes, and a
leader's manual, this material emphasizes the systematic nature of
major nonstandard dialects and helps teachers elcide whethtr to
teach standard English to nonstandard speakers.

Mc David, Raven I., Jr.; Muri, John T.; and Mc David, Virginia. Americans
Speaking. Urbana, M.: National Council of Teachers of English, 1967.

This recording (12", 33-1/3 rpm) contains speech samples from
six dialect areas in the United States in the 1960s. An accom-
panying booklet includes transcriptions of the speech and anal-
ysis of salient dialect features.

Poo ley, Robert C. The Teaching of English Usage. 2d ed. Urbana, Ill.: Na-
tional Council of Teachers of English, 1974.

Reflecting linguisdc knowledge of dizlects, this book suggests
pedagogical strategies for giving information about standard
informal English in elementary, junior high, and senior high
school classes.

Shuy, Roger W. Discovering American Dialects. Urbana, Ill.: National Council
of Teachers of English, 1967.

Useful for students and teachers, this pamphlet offers practical
information about the characteristics of several regional and
social dialects.

Attitudes toward Usage

Marckwardt, Albert H., and Walcott, Fred G. Facts About Current English
Usage. New York: Appleton-Century, 1938.

This is actually two books in ore: the grammar portion of Leon-
ard's "Current Usage in Grammar as Ranked by Linguists"
(included in the Appendix of this book) and Muckwudt and
Walcott's investigation of the actual use of the itcms surveyed by
Leonard. Divided into "established," "disputable," and "illit-
eree," the items from the Leonard study provide examples
which can be used in attitude inventories.

Mittins, W. H.; Sa lu, Mary; Edminson, Mary; and Coyne, Sheila. Attitudes to
English Usage. London: Oxford University Press, 1970.

The English Usage Questionnaire (included in the Appendix of
this book) appears in this collection. While differences between
American and British English make some items inappropriate for
Americans, most items can be used for attitude inventories. The
authors' detailed discussion of each item can provide the basis
for group examination of assumptions.

Shuy, Roger W., and Faso ld, Ralph W., eds. Language Attitudes: Current
Trends and Prospects. Wuhington, D.C.: Georgetown University Press,
1973.

A collection of papers reporting ripirical research on attitudes
toward language is contained here. While the methodologies nvy
interest only researchers in language, the conclusions of
studies have implications for all English teachers.
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The Change Process

Bennis, Warren G.; Benne, Kenneth D.; and Chin, Robert, eds. The Planning
of Change. New York: Holt, Rinehart and-Winston, 1976.

Although many of the articles in this collection are addressed to
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